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Abstract 
This thesis explores the nature and application of the piezoelectric effect in 
ZnSe-based semiconductors, and also includes a chapter on microscope analysis 
techniques. 
Photoelectrochemical etching of ZnSe is shown to reveal defect sites that are 
related to features observed by a technique of luminescence microscopy. The defect 
densities are related to the optical quality of the material. Defect annealing under 
intense optical excitation has been observed. 
The piezoelectric effect produces an internal electric field that shifts inter-band 
transitions to lower energies by the quantum confined Stark effect. Previous 
experiments of photocurrent on the piezoelectric effect in ZnCdSe / ZnSe quantum 
wells are expanded and improved on and with similar results obtained by 
photoluminescence excitation, provide a method of measuring the internal field. 
Photoluminescence experiments reveal the effect of the internal field on the free and 
donor bound excitons, as well as the exciton localisation. 
Finally the piezoelectric effect is utilised to find the critical thickness of the 
start of strain relaxation in ZnCdSe / ZnSe quantum wells, as the internal field is 
directly proportional to the strain in the well layer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Introduction. 
The interest in the past decade in II-VI semiconductors and ZnSe in particular 
has been due to the quest to produce a laser diode with a shorter wavelength (in the 
blue-green region) to extend the established III-V GaAs-based systems. The 
commercial applications are considerable, from optical storage systems to all-colour 
image displays. The research into ZnSe-based laser diodes which started with the first 
structure using current injection at 77K by the 3M company [1] has progressed 
through to a 100 hour laser at room temperature by Sony [2] who then improved to a 
device with a commercially acceptable operating voltage with a lifetime of over 300 
hours [3], although this has recently been surpassed by lasers based on the GaN 
compound [4]. 
The impetus for the work in this thesis was generated by the laser research, 
although only chapter 2 and, to a lesser extent, chapter 6 have a direct relation to it. 
However, the majority of the work is based on the core of the laser structure, a 
quantum well which is constructed of ZnSe and a very thin layer of a ternary alloy 
Znj.. Cd., Se. `x' is the cadmium mole fraction which means the fraction of zinc atoms 
that are replaced by cadmium atoms. The theory of quantum wells is detailed in 
chapter 3, which also serves as an introduction to the `piezoelectric effect' which is 
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studied in chapters 4,5 and 6. The drive for the study of piezoelectric semiconductor 
layers was for the production of modulators and SEEDs, also detailed in chapter 3. 
This introductory chapter will briefly explain the growth method (MBE), 
before describing the zincblende structure of ZnSe and then outlining the aspects of 
semiconductor theory that are relevant to the thesis. 
1.2. Molecular beam epitaxy. 
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a method of producing semiconductor 
material with very high structural crystal quality. Other methods include metal-organic 
chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD). MBE operates by placing a substrate crystal in 
an ultra high vacuum chamber (less than 10'11 mbar) which allows thermally effused 
molecules from selected materials to travel with long mean free paths before reacting 
at the substrate surface, hence the term `molecular beam'. `Epitaxy' refers to the 
growth of materials one layer at a time. Ideally homoepitaxy using ZnSe substrates 
would have been preferred but these are not widely available. However the lattice 
constant of ZnSe is very close to the widely available GaAs (only 0.27% difference) 
and therefore heteroepitaxy is the most common method. For a detailed description of 
the growth machine used by the Heriot-Watt MBE group shown on figure 1-1, see 
reference 5. The first growth of ZnSe on GaAs substrates by MBE was by Yao et at 
in 1977 [6]. 
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Figure 1-1. MBE growth machine. 
The GaAs substrate is moved into the vacuum chamber through the entry lock 
and wafer transport as shown. Once in position the cells containing the source 
materials (e. g. zinc, cadmium, selenium, etc. ) are selectively heated so that the material 
effuses into the chamber and is directed towards the substrate. The actual machine has 
eight available cells, each with a shutter, to grow a variety of materials. The layer 
thickness is controlled by limiting the time for the growth. The layer by layer aspect of 
MBE growth allows very thin layers (of the order of a few nanometers) of a material 
to be sandwiched between a different material to generate the quantum wells. 
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1.3. Zincblende crystal structure. 
ZnSe-based semiconductor systems, in common with those based on GaAs, 
have a zincblende structure (N. B. while related materials such as CdSe can exist in 
hexagonal wurtzite form, only zincblende structures are used in this thesis). The 
zincblende structure can be visualised in two ways. Firstly, it can be seen as two 
interlaced face-centred-cubic (FCC) lattices, one of zinc atoms and one of selenium 
atoms. 
. 
Zinc atoms 
Seieniurn atoms 
Figure 1-2. Zuicblefrcle stritciure for Zi1Se di. sp/ayed as Iwo interlaced. face-centred- 
cubic lattices. 
If a zinc atom was placed at the origin of a 3-D Cartesian graph, and the other 
corners of the cube were at (0,0,1), (0,1,0), (1,0,0), (1,1,0), (1,0,1), (1,1,0) and 
(1,1 1) then the corresponding origin for the selenium lattice would beat (l/4,1/4,1/4), as 
shown on figure 1-2. 
Zincblende structures can also be seen as a variation on the diamond structure, 
with the obvious difference being that each zinc atom is bonded equally to four 
selenium atoms (and vice versa), instead of all the atoms being the same (i. e. carbon). 
This method makes it easier to visualise the zincblende in a 2-D diagram. Figure 1 -3 
shows the interbonding between the atoms and the important planes mentioned in this 
thesis. 
(100) Plane 
(UI I) Plane 0 Zinc atoms 
(I 1 1) Plane (211) Plane 
0 Selenium atoms 
Figure 1-3. Zinchlende structure showing the bonding between the atoms in ZnSe 
[7]. /; ach single line is a bond on the sui face of the page (01 1 ). Each double litre 
represents Iwo bonds, one going diagonally up and one going diagonally down to lWo 
different aloms, either of which conld be represented by the atom on the figure. 
It can be seen from figure 1-3 that if the zincblende structure is cut along the 
(111) plane, then one side will terminate in A-atoms triple bonded to the crystal 
(known as the (111)A surface) and the other will terminate in B-atoms triple bonded 
to the surface (known as the (111)B surface). A-atoms are defined as the lower 
valence element (i. e. zinc) and B-atoms are defined as the higher valence element (i. e. 
selenium) [8]. Chapters 3 to 6 in this thesis are concerned with structures grown on 
the (211) plane, and figure 1-3 shows that the (211) surface is not singular, i. e. it is 
made up of steps from the (100) and the (111) planes, however the distinctions for the 
A and B surfaces still apply. 
1.4. Semiconductor band structure. 
1.4.1. Theory. 
The general energy band structure of semiconductors as compared to metal or 
insulators is well documented [9]. This is a summary that covers the important 
phenomena that are studied in this thesis. The quantum mechanical model of a free 
electron moving through a constant potential produces plane wave solutions given by 
V= Aexp(ik. r) 
where k is the wavevector which has a magnitude of 
(1-1) 
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= 
27r 
Jkl 
A (i-2) 
and points in the direction of the plane electron wave. The allowed values of k 
decided by boundary conditions (either static or periodic) that demand standing and 
propagating waves respectively in a reasonably large crystal are so close together that 
they can be considered as a quasi-continuum of momentum (h k) or kinetic energy 
(h2 k2/2m) states. Therefore at this basic stage, the relationship between k and the 
energy of an electron is a simple quadratic one. The potential energy of the electron is 
independent of k and can be neglected [10]. 
When this model is combined with the periodic potential created by the nuclei 
of the crystal lattice, it is found that the electron wave will suffer a Bragg reflection 
when an integral number of its wavelength matches that of the periodic potential, or 
more simply, when Ikl = nda, n= ±1, ±2, ±3... a is the lattice constant. This means 
that if k of an electron was increased slowly from zero, when it reached 'c/a it would 
be reflected to a value of -nrla, without being able to reach a value higher than n/a. 
Furthermore, it was found that when k approaches this condition from higher and 
lower values, two different figures were obtained for the energy. As shown on figure 
1-4, this leads to an energy gap at this value of k. Therefore electrons with certain 
energy values cannot propagate through the crystal, leading to the idea of gaps 
separating different energy bands. This is known as the `nearly free' electron theory. 
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As mentioned before, there are only a finite number of values for k that are 
allowed, however it has been shown that the number of allowed values in an energy 
band is equal to the number of primitive cells in the material [9], and such a large 
number leads to the idea of a quasi-continuum stated earlier. 
býA 
N 
w 
3rd 
B-Z 
2nd 2nd 3rd 
1st B-Z 
B-Z B-Z B-Z 
ii 
':. :' Energy gap 
------ Free electron 
Nearly free 
electron 
----- Reduced zone 
-3 n/a -2ic/a -n/a 0 n/a 27c/a 3 n/a k 
Figure 1-4. Variation of the energy of an electron with the wavevector for the free 
electron and nearly free electron theories. Also shown are the Brillouin zones (B-Zs) 
and the reduced zone scheme. 
The range of values of k between -; da and Tda is known as the first Brillouin 
zone, the second zone being between ; da and 2, da, and between -n/a and -2, rla and so 
on. However, an application of Bloch's theorem reveals that the values of k are 
periodic, repeating their nature in units of 'r/a. It is therefore possible to consider k 
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only between -; da and 7r/a, i. e. in the first Brillouin zone, which is known as the 
reduced zone scheme as shown on figure 1-4. 
At a theoretical temperature of OK the electrons will occupy the lowest 
possible energy bands. If the lowest band is full and the gap between the next is large, 
then the material is an insulator, and if the lowest band is only partially filled then it is a 
conductor. However, if the gap to the next band is of the order of a few electron-volts 
(eV) then it is considered to be a semiconductor.. Electron-volts are the recognised 
units of energy in semiconductors, 1eV = 1.602 x 10"19 joules. The highest full band is 
known as the valence band, while the lowest empty band is the conduction band. If 
electrons are removed from a full valence band then they leave behind electron 
vacancies known as holes which act like positively charged particles. Semiconductors 
may still be insulating in their pure form, but can be made to conduct by the process of 
doping where an impurity element is deliberately allowed to occupy sites in the crystal 
lattice and provide extra electrons or holes, hence the name `semiconductor'. 
The variation from the free electron model occurs at the top and bottom of the 
energy bands and is therefore crucial when studying semiconductors since they consist 
of full or nearly full bands. It is also responsible for the phenomena of `effective mass', 
where the observed mass of an electron is affected by the crystal lattice [9]. The 
effective mass is governed by the curvature of the energy / wavevector relationship. 
When the influence of the specific atomic nature of the material is considered, 
the full energy band structure can be obtained for any direction in the first Brillouin 
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zone in 3 dimensions which for zincblende structures is a truncated octahedron, as 
shown on figure 1-5. The point labelled IF is the zone centre at k=0. L is the position 
on the zone boundary in the [1/2,1/2,1/2] direction from the origin (I'), X is the 
corresponding boundary in the [0,1,0] direction, U is the boundary in the ['/4,1,1/4] 
direction and K is the boundary in the [3/4,3/4,0] direction. By symmetry, the points at U 
and K are the same. The other labels are for the lines separating the specific points ;A 
(r -+ L), A (r -> X) and E (r -+ U, K). For a more comprehensive explanation, see 
reference 9. 
Ily 
Figure 1-5. The first Brillouin zone of the zincblende crystal structure with the 
special points labelled kX, k,, and kz are in the [1,0,0], [0,1,0] and [0,0,1] directions 
respectively. 
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This has been calculated for ZnSe by several workers [11,12,13,14] and the 
band structure shown on figure 1-6 is from reference 12. Clearly the variation of 
energy with the wavevector throughout the whole of the first 3-D Brillouin zone 
would be difficult to show on a simple diagram, so figure 1-6 shows the variation 
along the more important directions. 
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Figure 1-6. Electronic band structure for ZnSe. The zero energy point is positioned 
at the top of the valence band [12]. 
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There are slight variations between references, due to different methods used 
and different source parameters, but they are not significant. In fact, other materials 
with the same zincblende crystal structure (GaAs, GaSb, InP, InSb and ZnS) have very 
similar electronic structure [11], as do germanium and silicon [9], which have the 
related diamond structure. Ge and Si have a crucial difference, however, in that the 
lowest point in the conduction band and the highest point in the valence band occur at 
different values of k and are therefore known as indirect bandgap semiconductors. This 
has important consequences in the absorption process, but for the purpose of this 
thesis only direct bandgap structures are of interest, i. e. where the minimum 
conduction band and maximum valence band occur at the same k value. Also given on 
references 13 and 14 are the calculated density of allowed k values as a function of 
energy, known as the density of states. This concept will be discussed further in 
chapter 3 in relation to quantum wells. 
The whole band structure is quite complex, however as ZnSe is a direct 
bandgap semiconductor (at the I' point) then this is the only point of interest. 
Furthermore, only the top of the valence band and bottom of the conduction band are 
of interest, so the band structure can be shown much more simply as in figure 1-7. 
The bandgap Eg of ZnSe is 2.70eV at room temperature [15], but its 
temperature dependence has been extensively studied (see chapter 5). The valence 
band consists of two energy bands with different curvatures. As mentioned earlier, this 
curvature is inversely related to the effective mass of the holes that are present, and are 
therefore labelled the heavy and light hole energy bands as shown. A more detailed 
12 
study reveals that the top of the valence band at the 17 point is split into a fourfold state 
(the heavy and light holes) and a twofold state (a split-off band) when spin-orbit 
interaction is considered [16], with the split for ZnSe being A=0.45eV [14]. 
However, this does not concern this thesis. 
w 
rn band 
e Band 
heavy I 
band 
light 
hole band 
k 
-º 
Figure 1-7. Simplified band structure for ZnSe showing the conduction and valence 
bands at the zone centre (not to scale), with the split-off band at d=0.45eV. 
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1.4.2. Strain effects. 
There is one final important issue to be discussed with reference to the ZnSe 
band structure and this is the effect of strain. The majority of this thesis is concerned 
with ZnCdSe quantum wells which are very thin (4 - 20nm) layers grown between 
ZnSe barriers. However, there is a difference in the lattice constants of ZnCdSe and 
ZnSe, and providing that the layers are below a critical thickness then these layers are 
subject to strain, a subject explored in much more detail in chapter 6. 
Compression Unstrained Tension 
Y I. 
Li 
VB VB 
I 
Figure 1-8. The effect of strain on the heavy hole (hh) and light hole (Ih) energy 
bands in the valence band (YB). The gap to the conduction band (CB) is not to scale. 
The application of compressive or tensile strain (where k is parallel to the strain 
axis) has the effect of splitting the light and heavy hole energy bands at the IF point. 
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This system produces compression strain so the light hole is at a lower energy state 
than the heavy hole [17], as shown on figure 1-8. This will become evident in chapter 
4 when it becomes possible to distinguish between heavy and light hole transitions. 
Furthermore the effect of hydrostatic strain shifts the whole valence band 
structure shown in figure 1-7 which has been referred to as shifting its `centre of 
gravity' [17]. Tensile or compressive strains refer to distances and are measured in 
units of (ALIL) while hydrostatic strain refers to the resulting difference in volume and 
is measured by (EV/i). Strain also has an important role in structures that are grown 
on certain crystal orientations that produces the piezoelectric effect which is the main 
area of study for this thesis and is explained in chapter 3. 
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2. ANALYSIS OF ZnSe-BASED EPILAYERS BY OPTICAL 
MICROSCOPY. 
2.1. Introduction. 
This chapter will explore microscope analysis techniques. The first section will 
look at etching processes that reveal defects and are examined by a Nomarski 
microscope and an atomic force microscope (AFM), while the second section will 
examine photoluminescence (PL) microscopy where the microscope itself 
is used to 
illuminate the sample with UV light and to analyse the results. 
2.2. Defect-revealing etching. 
2.2.1. Introduction. 
During the development of wide band gap II-VI laser diodes a major problem 
was the device lifetime and the emphasis in the research changed from increasing 
optical and electrical confinement to the study of failure modes within device 
structures. The main mode of failure was attributed to the creation of non-radiative 
recombination centres seen as dark line defects in electroluminescence studies of laser 
diodes [1] which coincided with dislocations within the crystal structure [2,3]. 
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Methods such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy [4] 
(TEM), electron beam induced current and cathodoluminescence [5] have all 
previously been used either individually or in conjunction with chemical etching to 
estimate dislocation densities, with the aim of using these measured densities to help 
improve growth procedures or adjust material composition. However, XRD uses a 
complicated mathematical analysis of peak broadening, the value of which has since 
been questioned [6]. Furthermore TEM requires extensive sample preparation and can 
only detect densities greater than 105cm2. Other approaches such as CL and X-ray 
topography, that give direct imaging of defects, require special equipment to observe 
their densities. In this chapter a simple method using existing apparatusl is used to 
enable routine examination of defect levels in epitaxial layers through the use of 
photoelectrolytic etching which is used in capacitance-voltage (C-V) profiling. 
2.2.2. Method. 
Capacitance-voltage measurements have frequently been used to measure 
carrier concentrations as a function of depth in both III-V [7] and II-VI [8] 
semiconductors. It is the process of electrochemical etching into the semiconductor 
layer that allows the depth profile of carrier concentration and as such is an advantage 
over the alternative Hall effect method. The electrochemical etching requires holes to 
be transported to a semiconductor electrolyte (NaOH: Na2SO3) interface by the 
application of an external bias to the back of the semiconductor sample during the C-V 
measurements (see figure 2-1) where they are removed to the electrolyte by the 
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reactions given in equations (2-1) and (2-2) [9]. The electrolyte was developed 
specifically for the etching of II-VI semiconductors from a system designed for 111-V 
materials [10]. 
ZnSe(s) + 2h -> Zn 2+ (aq) + Se(s) (2-1) 
Se(s) + SO 3- (aq) -4 SeSO; - (aq) 
(2-2) 
In the case of n-type or undoped material the minority carriers (holes) are 
generated by illumination of the interface with above band gap radiation. The 
technique should thus be more correctly described as photoelectrolytic etching, and is 
typically operated under conditions where a flat or featureless etched region is 
produced. A diagram of the electrochemical cell is shown on figure 2-1, illustrating the 
position of the semiconductor sample, electrolyte, electrode and the optical 
illumination. This electrochemical etching is an alternative to the bromine / methanol 
[11] chemical etching used to define defects in ZnSe and ZnSSe. 
Under different etch conditions, photoelectrolytic profiling has been used to 
reveal the presence of defects within the region and typically exposes these defects as 
features which can be counted, and their orientation determined, using a Nomarski 
microscope or a scanning electron microscope (SEM). This type of defect revealing 
was first reported by Faktor and Stevenson [12] for GaAs, and later by Elliott and 
Regnault [ 13 ] for InP. 
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Figure 2-1. Electrochemical cell used for C-V profiling. 
The typical I-V curve for ZnSe shown on figure 2-2 illustrates the possibility 
for two kinds of photoelectrolytic etches. In the voltage region between A and B the 
current density, and hence the etch rate, will vary with any local fluctuations in the 
voltage. In the voltage region between B and C, however, the current density is 
constant over a limited voltage range. In the final region between C and D the current 
density also varies with voltage but etching at these voltage values produces localised 
pitting that is not associated with defects [14]. Standard etches for doping profiling are 
performed in the voltage region between B and C and give smooth, featureless 
surfaces in III-V materials, while etches in the region between A and B are known as 
defect etches. 
U 4',, I J 
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Figure 2-2. Typical I-V curve indicating voltage regions used in photoelectrolytic 
etching. 
2.2.3. Experiment. 
A variety of doped and undoped layers were studied by the etching process, 
but this section will focus on seven nominally undoped ZnSe samples grown by 
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on (001) n+ GaAs substrates. The etch on an n-type 
sample will be discussed later in section 2.3. The thicknesses of the epilayers were 
determined by Fabry-Perot reflection methods using bulk refractive indices. The 
photoluminescence (PL) spectrum (see chapter 5) for each sample was taken at a 
temperature of 5K using an Ar' laser operating at 351nm (3.53eV) (see figure (5-1)). 
As a rough estimate of the quality of the samples, the ratio of the relative intensity of 
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the Yo line (2.600eV), which is related to structural defects [15], to the free exciton 
(FX) line (2.802eV) is considered. The samples used had a broad range of structural 
quality as shown on figure 2-3 and table 2-1. 
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Figure 2-3. Photoluminescence scans for the seven ZnSe samples used to 
demonstrate the defect revealing etch, showing the Yo line at 2.600eV The scans have 
been normalised to the free exciton at 2.802eV. 
The samples were etched using a Bio-Rad PN4300 profiler with a IM 
NaOH: Na2SO3 solution as the electrolyte to a depth of 0.25µm, measured by a 
Dektak 3030 surface profiler. Standard etches typically required a voltage of about 
-1V giving a current density of about 0.1mA/cm2, while the defect etches used a 
voltage of -2V giving about 0.05mA/cm2 of current density. The voltages were 
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applied to the back contact of the substrate and are given with respect to the reference 
electrode. The etched and unetched surfaces were subsequently examined, and 
compared, using Nomarski microscopy and an atomic force microscope (AFM) to 
determine densities and orientations of any surface features. Each sample was prepared 
before etching by cleaning in an acetone bath using ultra-sound. 
Table 2-1. Range of quality of the ZnSe samples. 
Sample Code I(Yo) / I(FX) Thickness (µm) 
HWA804 0.019 0.71 
HWB082 0.035 0.48 
HWB091 0.171 1.01 
HWB084 0.274 1.00 
HWB114 0.355 0.53 
HWBO87 0.581 0.85 
HWB093 1.034 0.94 
Normal etching with electrolytic profiling is entirely dependent upon the photo- 
generation of minority carriers, in undoped and n-type material. However, to establish 
the cause of any revealed features, a series of control etches were employed [16]. The 
control etches were (a) without illumination and without an external bias, (b) with 
illumination and no bias and (c) with no illumination and an applied bias. Although 
these control etches resulted in removal of material, with a maximum etch rate of 
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10nm per hour, no recognisable surface topographical features were revealed apart 
from a roughening of the surface. When compared with an etch rate of over 500nm 
per hour for standard etching when using the profiler, the rate of etch of the control 
tests is negligible. However, when using the profiler for defect revealing, the etch rate 
is slower and dependent upon material quality. 
2.2.4. Results. 
Standard etches were performed on each sample to act as a control to the 
defect etches and were expected to be featureless as in III-V semiconductors. 
However, SEM and Nomarski microscopy revealed a large number of ridged features 
aligned in the [110] direction with a dislocation density ranging between 5x 104 cm-2 
and 3.5 x 10 cm-2 , and an average 
length of between 30µm and 100µm, see figure 
2-4(a). Their relationship with the PL quality on the samples studied is indicated on 
figures 2-5 and 2-6. These features will henceforth be referred to as type I. The two 
samples of lowest quality are not included in these graphs because the type I defects 
were too abundant to resolve. Repeating the process several times on different parts of 
the same sample, and to different etch depths, produced a density of type I features 
that varied only by a factor of 2. 
A defect etch was then carried out on each sample which produced a similar 
but slightly reduced abundance of type I features compared to the standard etches on 
the same samples. However, a comparison of the two samples using a Nomarski 
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microscope highlighted contrast differences not previously observable with SEM 
measurements [16]. For the standard etches, the area between the type I features was 
smooth, see figure 2-4(a). However, for the defect etches, the area between the type I 
features exhibited a rough disordered formation, see figure 2-4(b). This roughness 
consists of a series of rounded hillocks and depressions which have been labelled as 
type II features. The relationship between type II feature density and the PL quality is 
shown on figure 2-7. 
To attempt to define the type I features in more detail, AFM measurements 
were made on a sample after a defect etch had been performed. These indicated that 
the revealed type I features were formed from clusters of conical protrusions in groups 
ranging from 1 to 4 on this sample, see figures 2-8(a) and 2-8(b). 
Again, the larger groupings were aligned in the [110] direction. For one 
sample, measurement of individual conical protrusions gave dimensions of 1 µm by 
1µm and heights between 270nm and 300nm, three times as high as the type II defects. 
The angle of the cone varied little, estimated at between 24° and 27°. While the height 
of the conical protrusions may appear to be greater than the depth to which the area 
was etched, it should be noted that the etch depth was an estimate given from average 
etch rates. 
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Figure 2-4. Nomarski images of sample surface after (a) standard etch and (b) 
defect etch. 
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Given these dimensions, it was possible to estimate the number of the conical 
protrusions per cm2 revealed by the standard etches as described by figures 2-5 and 
2-6 simply by multiplying the average ridge length (in gm) by the density of the ridges 
per cm2. It was found that the number of these cones remained reasonably constant 
between 6x l Oscm 2 and 7x l Oscrn2 until the final, lowest quality sample where the 
number of cones nearly doubles. 
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Figure 2-5. Average ridge length of type I revealed defects as shown by the standard 
etch plotted as a function of PL quality. 
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Figure 2-6. Revealed type I defect density as shown by the standard etch plotted as a 
function of PL quality. 
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Figure 2-7. Revealed type II defect density as shown by the defect etch plotted as a 
function of PL quality. 
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(a) 
Z: 411.90 nm 
(b) 
Z: 396.40 nm 
Figure 2-8. Atomic Force Microscope image of sample surface after defect etch, 
with (a) a broad scan and (b) a scan focusing in on some of the type I ridges. 
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2.2.5. Discussion. 
After an etch, any physical features protruding from the surface are attributed 
to a diminished flux of free holes, which are necessary for the etching process. This 
may be caused by one of two processes: hole quenching or a reduction in the rate of 
transport of holes to the surface. Hole quenching is due to defects acting as 
recombination centres or as hole traps, both of which are significant processes, as 
mentioned in the introduction. The transport rate of holes to the surface may be 
lowered by localised reductions in the electric field, caused by electrically polarised 
defects opposing the applied field. This is the only effect seen in defect etches in III-V 
semiconductors. 
The nature and abundance of both type I and type II defects cannot be 
considered individually, due to the fact that the etching is a competitive process and so 
the features that are revealed have been done so almost certainly at the expense of 
others. In this study we have demonstrated two kinds of etches which each promote 
the revealing of a particular feature. The standard etch only reveals type I, while the 
defect etch shows type I but also the emergence of type II defects in poor quality 
ZnSe. Therefore, by comparison of the two processes, it is clear that no single etch on 
a sample will reveal all the defect sites present. 
Given these restrictions, it is still possible to discuss the significance of figures 
2-5,2-6 and 2-7. The I-V curve on figure 2-1 shows the average current density 
variation over the etched area. Therefore the position chosen for the standard etch may 
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allow for minor localised variations in the etching rate but should primarily reveal sites 
of recombination or hole capture, i. e. the type I defects, because any local variation in 
electric field will not significantly alter the etch rate. While both etching methods 
reveal type I defects, only defect etching reveals type II, where the only difference 
between the two methods is the gradient in the I-V curve. Therefore, given that type II 
defects require an I-V gradient to be revealed, and considering their absence from the 
standard etches, this would suggest that they are due to the electric field effects 
mentioned which also occur in III-V semiconductors. 
The ridged type I defects are longest in the high quality samples (figure 2-5) 
but their abundance increases in poor quality material (figure 2-6) coupled with an 
increase in type II defects (figure 2-7). A possible explanation is that the production of 
type I features is inherent in ZnSe grown on GaAs due to the lattice mismatch and the 
fact that all the samples grown were considerably thicker than the critical thickness of 
97.5(±2.5)nm [17], see chapter 6. However, as the structural quality decreases, the 
production of type II features begins to actively compete in the etching process, until it 
completely dominates in the poorest samples where type I has disappeared completely. 
Therefore the ridges may still be present in the poor quality samples, but cannot be 
seen because of the competitive nature of the etching process. Figure 2-6 is therefore 
misleading, because the increase in the density of type I defect features in poor quality 
ZnSe is only due to the ridges being separated by the emergence of type II defects, 
which is supported by the corresponding reduction in the average ridge length (figure 
2-5). It should be noted that the plateau reached in figure 2-7 is almost certainly due to 
the resolution limit of the revealing method rather than a limit in type II defect density. 
The effectiveness of etching becomes limited in very poor quality samples because 
their I-V curves tend to differ wildly from the example shown on figure 2-2, and a 
certain standard of I-V curve is necessary. Finally, given that the best quality sample 
used had an excellent PL spectra, this suggests that PL is insensitive to low defect 
densities. 
The fact that any features were revealed in the standard etch illustrates a 
fundamental difference between II-VI and III-V materials, where standard etches leave 
smooth, featureless surfaces. From mobility measurements for minority carriers, the 
chances for hole quenching at defect sites are increased for ZnSe when compared with 
GaAs. This arises if one considers the drift velocity of both materials : 
Vd = Pp6 (2-3) 
yd is the drift velocity, 4c p 
is the minority carrier mobility and e is the electric 
field. In the case of ZnSe the mobility is approximately 30cm2V''s' [18], whilst for 
GaAs this is substantially larger and of the order of 300cm2V'ls'1 [19]. Therefore, for 
the same electric field, ZnSe minority carriers are slower by an order of magnitude 
than those of GaAs in moving towards the electrolyte/sample interface, so the holes in 
GaAs may be too quick to be captured by this kind of defect site. A comparison of the 
capture cross-section for each material in the literature was not possible due to the 
conflicting values reached depending on the method used [20]. 
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2.3. PL microscopy. 
2.3.1. Introduction. 
Photoluminescence (PL) is a common analysis technique in semiconductors 
and will be explored more fully in later chapters. Briefly, it involves illuminating the 
sample with above band gap radiation and then analysing the spectral output with a 
spectrometer, normally performed at cryogenic temperatures. However, with some 
materials room temperature luminescence is possible and a microscope would allow a 
study of any surface area variation in the intensity or the wavelength of the output. All 
that is required for studying II-VI semiconductors is a UV light source. It was found 
during the course of this study that the intensity of the luminescence from some 
samples was too low to be properly observed. In order to enhance the image, a frame 
grabber was connected to the CCD camera used on the microscope which was able to 
`layer' images, i. e. to add frames on top of each other to increase the definition. 
2.3.2. Experiment. 
To perform PL using the microscope several modifications had to be made. 
The white light source was replaced (in fact it was possible to use a spare input port) 
with a mercury lamp to provide the UV excitation. The focusing optics had to be 
replaced with a diaphragm module that could transmit UV light. Finally, the filter cube 
had to be replaced with one that correctly filtered the input and output light from the 
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sample. The energy of the emission from the sample will be near the energy of the 
band gap or less, i. e. wavelengths of around 440nm or above. The output filter would 
also have to remove any of the excitation light reflected of the sample surface. This 
was achieved by the filter cube shown in figure 2-9. 
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Band pass filter 
340-380nm, 
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Dichromatic 
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Figure 2-9. Microscope filter cube for PL microscopy. 
The aim of this section is to test the possible suitability of this PL microscopy 
system for quick and easy analysis of II-VI semiconductor epilayers. Of course, 
without the ability to separate the light into a properly resolved spectrum, this method 
is always going to be limited in its applications. However, through the use of band- 
pass filters on the output, it should be possible to provide general information on the 
strength of near band gap energy emissions compared to defect and impurity related 
emissions at lower energies. 
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A variety of samples were available to test the system, all grown on GaAs 
substrates. Most were produced as calibration or test samples for the project to 
produce blue / green emitting laser diodes, and include undoped, n-type and p-type 
ZnSe and also several quantum well structures. However it was found that the only 
samples that produced significantly detectable luminescence at room temperature were 
n-type ZnSe, those doped by either iodine or chlorine, and some quantum well 
structures. 
The luminescence from the n-type ZnSe is considered, although it was not 
possible to do a comparison with the structural quality of a range of samples, as 
described in section 2.2., because the PL of n-type ZnSe gives little indication of the 
structural quality. For example, a room temperature (RT) photoluminescence 
spectrum of an n-type ZnSe sample, which had a doping level of nd - na = 2x 1018 is 
shown in figure 2-10 and as a comparison the true colour photoluminescence 
microscope image from the surface is shown on figure 2-11. 
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Figure 2-10.5K and room temperature PL spectrum of n-type ZnSe: I, also showing 
the position of the output filters used. 
Figure 2-11. PL microscopy image of ZnSe i. 
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Also shown on figure 2-10 is the PL scan taken at 5K which shows a strong 
donor-bound exciton peak at 2.8eV. At room temperature this peak is broadened and 
shifted to lower energies due to the temperature dependence of the band gap (see 
chapter 5). The RT spectrum clearly shows two distinct emission regions in the PL 
from the ZnSe: I sample, and it was possible to separate these by using band-pass filters 
on the output of the microscope. This is demonstrated on figure 2-12 and the position 
of the filters is indicated on figure 2-10. Figures 2-11 and 2-12 are PL images taken at 
the same position on the sample surface. 
The emissions at and around 460nm are from near band-gap emissions, while 
those at wavelengths of 520nm or more are from defect-related deep emissions. It was 
noted that the two images in figure 2-12 had slightly different focus positions, with a 
difference of approximately 1µm, which is the thickness of the epilayer. After further 
investigations it was discovered that the defect-related emission was coming from the 
interface with the GaAs substrate while the near band gap emission was coming from 
the sample surface. At wavelengths of 520nm or above the absorption coefficient of 
ZnSe is practically zero, therefore if this light was generated at the substrate interface, 
then it would easily pass through the epilayer. For light with a wavelength of 460nm, 
however, ZnSe has a large absorption coefficient of approximately 105cm 1 [21], 
therefore this explains why only light emitted from the surface is detectable. 
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Figure 2-12. PL microscope images of ZnSe: l with optical filters on the output : (a) 
Band-pass filter centred at 460nm, with a width of 6-8nm. (b) High-pass filter with a 
cut-off at 520nm. 
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The excitation wavelengths (340nm - 380nm) have high absorption in the ZnSe 
layer. However, we can calculate the diffusion length Lh of any minority carriers (i. e. 
holes) generated to see if they would be able to reach the GaAs interface and produce 
the luminescence. The diffusion coefficient (or constant) Dh can be calculated from the 
Einstein relation [22] : 
Dti= 
kT 
Ph (2-4) 
ph is the hole mobility which is about 30cm2V's 1 [18] for ZnSe giving a value 
of 7.8x10-Ws 1 for Dh at room temperature. The diffusion length can then be 
calculated by considering the hole lifetime rh, which for ZnSe is approximately 50ns 
[23], in equation (2-5) [22] : 
Lh = (Dh zhu2 (2-5) 
This gives a value for Lh, of 2µm for ZnSe, twice the thickness of the epilayer. 
Therefore minority carriers can easily diffuse down to the GaAs interface to generate 
luminescence around the defects. 
Figure 2-12 also shows that there are dark patches in the near band gap 
emission image (a) that correspond to bright spots from the defect-related emissions 
(b). This is due to the competitive nature of luminescence, i. e. carriers that are trapped 
by the defects are no longer available for near band gap radiation, which creates the 
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dead' areas seen in figure 2-12(a) that clearly extend from the substrate interface up 
to the epilayer surface. A schematic to explain the images on figure 2-12 is shown in 
figure 2-13. 
460nm band gap- 
luminescence from 
top of epilayer 
GaAs 
Defect area at substrate interface 
surrounded by `dead' area where no 
band gap luminescence is emitted 
Figure 2-13. The effect of interface defects on the luminescence from a Zi Sc. l 
sample. 
It was mentioned in the section on defect revealing etches that a variety of 
samples were studied by that process, which included the n-type ZnSe: l sample 
examined in this section. Figure 2-14 shows the standard etch for this sample. There is 
a clear similarity between the cross-hatched features revealed by the etching process 
and those in the PL microscopy. In contrast to the undoped samples which only had 
ridges in the [1 10] direction, n-type ZnSe clearly has features in both [I10] and 
[I1 0] directions, the reason for which is unknown at this time. 
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Figure 2-14. Nomarski image of a standard etch on ZnSe: l. 
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Figure 2-15 (a) shows the PL microscopy image at a lower magnification of 
the edge of the etch ring, while figure 2-15 (b) shows a Normarski image of the same 
position. Close inspection of these two figures reveals that most of the areas 
producing the defect related emissions with wavelengths > 520nm on figure 2-15 (a) 
give a one to one correspondence with the physically revealed defect sites in the 
Nomarski image on figure 2-15 (b). This offers proof that the features revealed by the 
etch are not a chemical artefact and are directly related to the deep level luminescence 
emissions. The defect luminescence on figure 2-15 (a) is brighter on the etched side, 
as would be expected when the epilayer above the defects has been removed. 
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right-hand side of the figure. (b) Normarski image of the same position. 
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Figure 2-15. (a) PL microscope image showing the effect of the etch ring on the 
2.3.3 Defect annealing. 
It has recently been shown that intense optical excitation can anneal defect sites 
and produce an increase in photoluminescence intensity by Jordan et at [24] who 
studied a single quantum well structure modelled on a II-VI laser diode and attributed 
this to recombination-enhanced defect annealing which has been observed before in 
GaAs [25]. A theory proposed by Weeks et al. [26] suggests that when an electron or 
a hole is non-radiatively captured at a defect site then large amounts of vibrational 
energy is released which can promote defect motion and reaction, leading to the 
defects either multiplying or reducing (annealing). 
As mentioned before, a variety of samples were studied by PL microscopy 
which included quantum well structures. While the luminescence from these samples 
was not particularly bright, it was noted that prolonged exposure could lead to an 
increase in the intensity. This occurred in one ZnCdSe / ZnSe multiple quantum well 
(MQW) structure, which consisted of four ZnCdSe wells of increasing thickness 
(1.2nm, 2.2nm, 5.6nm and 10.4nm) separated by ZnSe barriers of 60nm, all grown on 
a GaAs substrate. The estimated cadmium percentage in the well layers was 27.5%. 
Figure 2-16 shows the PL microscopy image of the MQW sample revealing 
dark line defects in the [001] and [010] directions similar to those observed in 
reference 24. This image was taken with the maximum magnification lens (x 100), and 
the power density in this case has been estimated at 4000Wcm 2. Due to the low 
brightness level, this image was layered 100 times by the multi-image capture option in 
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the frame grabber software. The power density was maintained for ten minutes, after 
which the objective lens was replaced with one that had a fifth of the magnification 
(x20), and a new picture was taken, as shown on figure 2-17. 
Figure 2-17 clearly shows the extent of the annealing process over the area of 
illumination generated by the high magnification (x 100) lens (measured as 
8.6x 104cm ). However, the same area on the sample was monitored periodically over 
the next month and figure 2-18 shows the same area taken thirty-two days after the 
original illumination clearly indicating a loss of intensity of approximately one order of 
magnitude. 
This drop in intensity indicates that the defects that were annealed have 
returned in part, an aspect not considered in reference 24. The only mechanism 
previously observed that is similar to this phenomenon is `persistent 
photoconductivity' by Gunshor et al. [27] in the ZnSe-based laser diode structure. In 
this process holes are excited by illumination of sufficient energy from deep to shallow 
states and are prevented from returning instantly by a capture barrier, and are observed 
by the persistent photoconductivity mentioned earlier. This process is optically induced 
and electrically observed, and while the process observed here is optically induced and 
optically observed, it is suggested that a similar mechanism is taking place, as the 
sample was held for the thirty-two days at room temperature which could allow 
thermally active carriers to return slowly to their previous states. Future work on this 
subject should consider the influence of a longer annealing time and also the loss of 
intensity over a greater time period. 
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Figure 2-16. PL microscope image of a ZnCdSe / ZnSe multiple quantum well 
sample, layered 100 times. 
Figure 2-17. PL microscope image of a ZnCdSe / ZnSe multiple quantum well 
sample taken at a fifth of the magnification of figure 2-16 showing the extent of the 
defect annealing, layered 100 times. 
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sample taken thirty-two days after figure 2-17, layered 100 times. 
2.4. Conclusion. 
Two methods of photoelectrolytic etching have been developed to investigate 
defects in MBE grown ZnSe epitaxial layers grown on GaAs. Observation of revealed 
features by Nomarski microscopy has shown ridges aligned in the [I 10] direction. 
Atomic force microscopy has shown that the ridges consist of groups of one or more 
conical protrusions. Nomarski microscopy also showed a background aspect of rough 
disordered features. The abundance and nature of both types of feature were shown to 
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Figure 2-18. PL microscope image of a ZnCdSe / ZnSe multiple quantum well 
be related to the photoluminescence spectrum of each sample. PL microscopy has been 
demonstrated on ZnSe: I and ZnCdSe / ZnSe quantum well samples, and has been 
shown to optically display the same defects revealed by the etching process. Defect 
annealing has been observed by intense UV illumination in a multiple quantum well 
sample. 
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3. THE PIEZOELECTRIC EFFECT IN QUANTUM WELLS : 
THEORY AND REVIEW 
3.1. Quantum well theory. 
Quantum wells are at the heart of modem semiconductor technology and form 
the key component in semiconductor lasers, modulators, SEEDs, etc. As such, they 
have been extensively studied. This section will briefly describe the energy states in a 
quantum well and any other aspects of quantum wells that are considered in other 
chapters. All the structures used in chapters 4,5 and 6 are single quantum wells. 
Quantum wells are included in the family of low dimensional systems which have one 
or more dimensions that is small enough so that the electron and hole wavefunctions 
are confined. In the case of the quantum well there is an important effect on the 
density of states in the well layer. 
The density of states for bulk semiconductors is well documented and is given 
by[1]: 
(3-1) Nburk (E) = 
h3 (2me )3/2 (E - Ec )1/2 
for electrons in the conduction band and 
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3 
(2mh )3/2 (Ey - E)1/2 
(3-2) Nbulk (E) = h47r 
* 
for holes in the valence band. m` is the respective effective mass, Ev is the top 
of the valence band and EE is the bottom of the conduction band. 
3.1.1. Square well model. 
In quantum wells, however, the electrons and holes are restricted to two 
dimensional motion which gives the following expression [2] : 
NQW (E) _ 
h2 
meH(E - Enc) (3-3) 
n-1 
for electrons and a similar expression for holes. H is the Heaviside function 
such that H(x) =1 when x>0 and H(x) =0 when x<0. The density of states 
functions for electrons in the bulk and in a quantum well are shown graphically on 
figure 3-1. 
This equation leads to the idea of a quantum well having discrete energy levels 
in the conduction and valence bands. It was explained in chapter 1 that electrons in 
semiconductors existed only in discretely allowed energy levels, but that they were so 
close together that they formed a quasi-continuum. The action of constraining the 
electrons to 2-D motion has the effect of stretching out these allowed energy states so 
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that they can be observed, i. e. if the dimensions of a quantum well were slowly 
increased so that 3-D motion was allowed, then the values El,, E2, and E3, on figure 
3-1 would move closer together and the steps would become shorter until they formed 
the smooth quasi-continuum shown as NN,, tk. 
aý 
C5 
V) 
4-4 
O 
aý 
Q 
Energy 
Figure 3-1. The density of states as a function of energy for bulk semiconductors 
and for a quantum well. 
The absorption spectra of a quantum well should consist of a similar series of 
steps to the density of states, along with sharp excitonic peaks just before these steps. 
Excitons are created by the Coulombic interaction between an electron and a hole in 
close proximity which reduces their combined energy in the absorption process. 
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The model of a particle in an infinite 1-D potential well is an elementary and 
well documented quantum mechanical problem [7]. For a well of length LZ, a particle 
of mass m* and infinite potential barriers, the wave equation is given by 
h2 d2V= 
Eyr 
(3-4) 
8, r2m* dz2 
The eigenvalues of the energy of the particle are given by 
5) 
En = 
h2z (3- [8m*Lz2J 
The wavefunctions of the particle are given by 
(n7tz1 (3-6) 
Y/ =A cost L 
Z/ 
for odd values of n and 
yr =A sin 
n7rz (3-7) 
LZ 
for even values of n (n = 1,2,3... ). The separation between energy levels given 
in equation 3-5 will be significant and detectable providing LZ is very small. A finite 
well has similar solutions, except that instead of vanishing at both ends of the well, the 
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wavefunctions will have an exponential decay into the well barriers. This only has a 
significant effect on wavefunctions near the top of the well. When the boundary 
conditions for an exponential decay on either side of the well are applied the resulting 
formula, given as equation 3-8, is unable to be solved analytically. 
1 
« 
(9e2 
"2 
-cotortan) ='; °--; (3-8) mb 62 mw 
where 
I 
"2 
g m6V°Lw Z (3-9) 0 2h2 
and 
I 
'i mw w (3-10) 
2h2 
m,, and mb are the effective masses in the well and barrier layers, respectively, 
Vo is the finite well height and E is the height of the respective energy level. Equation 
(3-8) can only be solved by graphing the LHS and RHS and observing where the 
curves intersect. As an example this has been performed for a 10nm Zno. 85Cdo. 15Se / 
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ZnSe quantum well, and the intersection for the electron and heavy hole solutions are 
shown on figure 3-2. 
4 
3 
2 
i 
0 
tan(6) tan(C) 
-cot(6) -cot(O) 
Electron 
------Hole 
V2 3912 2/7 
0 
Figure 3-2. Solutions to the finite well problem for a IOnm Zno. 85Cdo. j5Se / ZnSe 
quantum well, showing the LBS and RHS of equation (3-8). The parameters used for 
the electron are : Vo = 142meV, mx, = 0.16mo, mb = 0.16mo ; and for the heavy hole 
Vo = 47meV, mx, = 0.625mo, mb = 0.656mo. mo is the free electron mass. 
Figure 3-2 shows that for both the electron and heavy hole there are three 
possible solutions and therefore three confined energy states in the quantum well. 
From this it was possible to find the energy levels and to plot their respective 
wavefunctions, and this is shown for the electron in figure 3-3, while those for the 
heavy hole look very similar. 
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119meV 
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el 
Figure 3-3. Electron wavefunctions for a IOnm Zno. 85Cdo. lsSe / ZnSe quantum well. 
Each wavefunction was normalised such that 
f 
-mop*rpdz 
=1 (3-11) 
When a photon is absorbed an electron is excited into the conduction band 
leaving a hole in the valence band. The wavelength of the incident radiation will be 
very long compared to LZ, therefore transitions only occur between energy levels 
which have a similar spatial variation in their wavefunctions, leading to the selection 
rule An =0 for absorption transitions [1]. 
ZnSe ZnCdSe ZnSe 
3.1.2. Triangular well model. 
The quantum wells studied in chapters 4,5 and 6 all have an internal electric 
field across their width, the origin of which will be discussed later, which would result 
in a slope in the band edges inside the well. It is possible to adapt the standard square 
well model shown above and apply it to a triangular well. To begin with the simplest 
model will be considered, an infinite triangular well, see figure 3-4. 
00 
9 
W 
Figure 3-4. An infinite triangular well. 
The Schrödinger equation for 1 dimension is : 
00 
-ßi2 d2 
2mß dz9 
+V(z)q, = Ecp (3-12) 2 
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z=o Z_direction 
If the bottom of the triangular well is set at V=0 and the slope in the z- 
direction has a gradient of eF where F is the internal field, then V can be expressed as 
V= eFz. This is substituted into the Schrödinger equation which is rearranged as 
shown : 
h2 d top 
- (eFz - E)p =0 
(3-13) 
2m* dz2 
To simplify the equation x is substituted for (eFz - E) and to reduce the 
number of constants in the equation a is defined as : 
2m' (3-14) 
a- 
(eFh)2 
The Schrödinger equation is therefore reduced to : 
1 d2E_ 
xv _0 
(3-15) 
a dx2 
To simplify the equation further two more substitutions are made : 
O= a2/3(p (3-16) 
and 
y= a"3x (3-17) 
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which reduce the Schrödinger equation to : 
d2O 
dye-y=o 
(3-18) 
The solution to this differential equation is well documented [3] and is 
expressed as follows : 
= C1Ai(y)+C2Bi(y) (3-19) 
Cl and C2 are constants. Ai(y) and Bi(y) are power series known as Airy 
functions and they are shown on figure 3-5. 
2 
ý1 
.ý 
..., 
0 
y 
Figure 3-5. Airy functions. 
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It is now possible to re-substitute the formulae for y, cp and x to obtain : 
rp =a-213[C1Ai[a113(eFz-E)]+C2Bi[a'13(eFz-E)]] (3-20) 
However, as can be seen from figure 3-5, Bi(y) -4 co as y -4 co so C2 is set to 
zero and therefore the general solution for an infinite triangular well is 
4p = a-213C, Ai[au3 (eFz - E)] (3-21) 
For an infinite well, q(0) =0 (see figure 3-4). Furthermore it is known that 
Ai(-2.34) =0 (from figure 3-5). Therefore this equation can be easily solved for E by 
setting z=0 which gives 
E=2.34a- V3 (3-22) 
The formula for a can now be re-substituted, giving the final solution for the 
first energy level in an infinite triangular well : 
ý12e2 
u3 
F2/3 
El = 2.34 L2 (m-)113 
(3-23) 
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Other energy levels can be found by using the other values where Ai(y) = 0. 
Ai(y) reaches its maximum at y= -1, so we can use this and equation (3-21) to find the 
value of z where the wavefunction has its peak : 
a1/3 (eFzmax - E) = -1 
(3-24) 
After substituting the value ofE from equation (3-23), this gives 
zm =1.34 
Z u3 (3-25) 
2m eF 
Equations (3-23) and (3-25) are solutions to an infinite triangular well. It is 
also possible to solve for a triangular well that has a finite offset at z=0 as shown in 
figure 3-6. 
Wpb and c are the wavefunctions in the barrier and well materials respectively. 
qk, is equation (3-21) as before, while cob is as derived in the standard square well 
solution : 
1 1(V - E)2mb 1hl2 ýPb = C3 exp z (3-26) Z 
It is possible to solve for E by considering the boundary conditions at z=0. 
These are as follows : 
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cw =c 
and 
(3-27) 
1 dco drpb (3-28) ;w dz Mb dz 
Figure 3-6. A triangular well with a finite offset on one side and an infinite width. 
Equation (3-28) enables the effective mass theory to work across a boundary 
change in the crystal [4]. Equations (3-27) and (3-28) are then combined to remove 
the constants Cl and C3 to give 
mx, (V - E)2mb - 
eFa1"3Ai'(-a1"3E) (3-29) 
Mb X12 Ai(-a1ý3E) 
which cannot be solved analytically but a value for E can be found numerically. 
Once this is achieved the wavefunctions can be plotted using equations (3-21) and 
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z- z-direction 
(3-26). Figure 3-7 shows an example of such a calculation. Again, each wavefunction 
was normalised such that 
S: 
c09dz=1 
Electron 
Wavefunction 
142meV 
53meV 
Hole 
Wavefunction 
30meV 
7Z 
.. 
47meV 
(3-30) 
Figure 3-7. Calculated electron and hole wavefunctions for a 20nm ZnCdSe / ZnSe 
single quantum well with 15% cadmium. 
The values of 30meV for the hole energy and 53meV for the electron energy 
were calculated using equation (3-24) and the known values for the band offsets as 
shown, and a nominal field value of 106V/m. The obvious limitation of this model is 
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that it does not consider the finite band offset at the other end of the well. However, 
the model is considered to be valid as long as the electron or hole wavefunction is 
reduced to a negligible amount at the opposing end of the well, as is the case in figure 
3-7. Therefore the well width is important in considering electron-hole interactions in 
piezoelectric quantum wells. 
3.2. The piezoelectric effect. 
The word "piezo" is derived from a Greek word that means "to press". 
Piezoelectricity can be defined as "electric polarisation produced by mechanical strain 
in crystals belonging to certain classes, the polarisation being proportional to the strain 
and changing sign with it" [5]. For purely historical reasons, the above definition is 
referred to as `direct' piezoelectricity, while the `converse effect' refers to the effect of 
producing strain in a crystal when applying an electric polarisation. Semiconductor 
multilayers provide an ideal system to produce crystal structures with a built-in strain, 
due to the lattice mismatch between layers that have different lattice constants. For 
sufficiently thin layers, the lattice mismatch is accommodated by internal strains rather 
than by the formation of dislocations. 
The `certain classes' of crystals mentioned in the above definition refer to 
crystal structures that are non-centrosymmetrical, i. e. they are not symmetrical with 
respect to a point. With one exception (irrelevant to this study), all classes devoid of a 
centre of symmetry are piezoelectric, which includes the zincblende structure of ZnSe. 
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An example of a piezoelectric material and the effect of external stress is shown on 
figure 3-8. 
(a) 
,, e ,e ,e 
., e .e 4e 
(b) Stress 
1 
. 4ý . 4ý . 4ý 
I 
Stress 
iE 
Figure 3-8. (a) The unstressed crystal has a threefold symmetry axis and the arrows 
represent dipole moments. The sum of the three dipole moments at each vertex is 
zero. (b) The crystal when stressed produces an electric field in the direction 
indicated. The sum of the dipole moments about each vertex is no longer zero [6]. 
The piezoelectric effect can be described mathematically by the piezoelectric 
stress coefficient euk which is a third-rank tensor that relates the strain in a crystal to 
an electric polarisation [5]: 
Pr = evkY fk (3-31) 
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i, j and k are all [1.. 3]. yis the elastic strain and P is the electric polarisation. 
Since strain is a symmetric second-rank tensor, i. e. yk = ykj, there are only 18 instead 
of 27 components of eyk because ek = e, j [7]. Therefore a contracted notation may be 
used to allow the tensor to be written more easily by redefining yk as rk where k 
[1.. 6]=[xx, YY, ZZ, Yz, zX, xy]- 
The six components of strain comprise of three uniaxial components along 
each axis (xx, yy, and zz) and three shear strain components in each of the major 
planes (yz, zx and xy). Zincblende structures have only one independent piezoelectric 
constant, e14 = e25 = e36, all other values are zero [5], thus 
Y, x 
P. 000 e14 00 
YYY 
Py =0000 e14 0 
Y= 
2Yn 
PZ 00000 e14 2Y 
[2y 
e 
(3-32) 
Therefore polarisation will only occur along one axis if a strain is present in 
the plane of the other two axes, i. e. only shear strain will produce an electric field. 
It was theoretically proposed by Smith [8] that the strain in layers grown on 
the (111) plane would be shear and therefore produce an internal electric field, while 
the strain in layers grown on the (001) plane was purely uniaxial, and therefore had no 
piezoelectric effect. The field in (111) structures would be purely longitudinal (i. e. 
parallel to the growth direction) while the field in (110) structures would be purely 
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transverse. Smith further deduced that any plane other than (001) would have a 
longitudinal and / or transverse component and that the desired longitudinal field 
would be maximised on the (111) plane [9]. This study uses strained layers grown on 
the (211) plane which still have a high longitudinal field (approximately two-thirds that 
of the (I 11) plane) while providing easier growth conditions. It was shown in chapter 
I that the (211) surface could either be (21 I)A or (21 l)B (see figure 1-3), and it 
follows that the field generated by strained layer growth on the two surfaces will be 
equal but opposite. 
The magnitude of the longitudinal internal field, F120, in layers grown on 
substrates other than (001) can be deduced by calculating the off-diagonal strain 
component to be used in equation (3-31) as a function of the lattice mismatch Aal a 
and the elastic stiffness tensor elements cy [10]. The elastic stiffness is a fourth rank 
tensor relating applied stress to resulting strain that is simplified from 81 to 21 
components due to symmetry [7]. The internal field is then given by 
3-33 Fsr 
prizo -EEo 
is the permittivity of free space, e is the dielectric constant. For (111)- 
oriented structures Fp ezo 
is simply given by [8] 
Fptst e, 4 
ezo =xs (3-34) 6E0 a 
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In the case of the (211)-oriented zincblende semiconductors Fp ezo has been 
calculated as [11] 
Fpýo = 
e14 8, f2- (c11 +2ci2)(cii -c12) x 
ea (3-35) 
EEO D211 a 
D2,, is defined as : 
D211 =8 
[13cllc44 
-7c12cý +2c44 +2c11 +2c11c12 -4c121 
(3-36) 
Examples of the elastic stiffness tensor elements for ZnSe and CdSe are given 
in table 3-1. 
Table 3-1. Elastic Moduli for ZnSe and CdSe at room temperature. The units are 
101. dyn. cm1. 
Material cll c12 c44 
ZnSe 8.26 4.98 4.20 
CdSe 7.49 4.63 8.68 
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3.3. The quantum confined Stark effect. 
It has been established that piezoelectric semiconductor layers that are subject 
to strain will contain an internal electric field. The effect of electric fields on the 
properties of semiconductors has been extensively studied. In bulk semiconductors the 
application of an electric field results in a shift and broadening of the band edge 
absorption commonly known as the Franz-Keldysh effect [12,13]. At low 
temperatures the absorption peak will shift by only - 10% before the peak becomes 
unresolvable. This (Stark) broadening is essentially due to the reduction of lifetime of 
the exciton resulting from field ionisation by the electric field ; with a uniform field 
there are no longer any bound states of the electron-hole system [ 14]. 
In quantum well structures the physics will be significantly different from the 
bulk material due to the quantum confinement. When an electric field is applied to a 
quantum well the electrons and holes are pulled towards opposite barriers, decreasing 
the overlap of the electron and hole wavefunctions which reduces the binding energy 
of the exciton and the oscillator strength of the transition. Furthermore the subband 
level energies are decreased as a result of the change in shape of the quantum well. 
This means that the transition energy is 'red-shifted' (i. e. shifted to lower energies) in 
the presence of an applied electric field. This is illustrated in figure 3-9. The important 
aspect of the quantum well is that, as this happens, the electron and hole are prevented 
from escaping by the walls of the well, this prevents rapid 'field-ionisation' of the 
exciton. Large shifts of the transition energy can be achieved while still maintaining a 
sharp exciton peak. The mechanism of the shift in energy and change in oscillator 
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strength of the transition is the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE). This was first 
detected by Wood et al. [15] and then studied extensively by Miller et al. [14,16]. 
Quantum Well Band Structure 
(a) 
E1 
HH, 
(b) 
I el FF, CZ0Lw 
. ...................... 
Figure 3-9. A quantum well band structure (a) with no electric field and (b) with an 
electric field The energy of the transition is reduced. 
The transition energy of a quantum well subjected to an electric field is 
summarised by equation (3-37). 
E= EG + El + HH, -l el Fp;. Lw - Ry (3-37) 
EG is the band gap of the strained layer, El and HH, are the first confined 
energy states in the quantum well and Ry is the exciton binding energy. Fpie,,, is the 
piezoelectric field, although the equation would be valid with an external field as well. 
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Lw is the width of the quantum well. The jejFp,,,, ýLw term demonstrates the reduction 
in energy by the QCSE due to the internal field. 
One can conclude, therefore, that strained zincblende semiconductor layers 
grown on a piezoelectric growth plane will have their optical transitions shifted to 
lower energies due to the QCSE. 
3.4. Review. 
The application of the piezoelectric effect in semiconductor structures was 
pioneered by the group at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico. As 
mentioned before, it was first theoretically proposed by Smith [8] that internal fields 
would be present in strained zincblende layers grown on certain substrate orientations. 
He then went on to collaborate with Mailhiot to produce a k-p model for a GaInAs / 
AlInAs superlattice grown on (001) and (111) growth axis which included 
piezoelectric effects [17]. Further theoretical exploration by Smith and Mailhiot 
predicted the screening effect (to be discussed later) and large optical nonlinearities 
due to the piezoelectric effect [18]. They went on to consider the electrostatic 
implications and also considered growth on planes other than (I 11) [9]. 
The first growth results published by the group was by Beery et aL [19] who 
produced GaInAs / GaAs strained superlattices grown on the (I 11) plane. Comparison 
of their initial photoluminescence results with their theoretical calculations gave strong 
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evidence that internal fields were present. The first real demonstration of the internal 
field by the group soon followed when they compared identical samples grown on the 
(001) and (111) growth axis which showed the expected red shift in the absorption 
and luminescence spectra of the piezoelectric structures [20]. The screening effects 
and large optical nonlinearities were then demonstrated experimentally by Sela et aL 
[21]. The group then went on to utilise the piezoelectric effect in electro-optic 
modulation [22] and tunnelling structures [23]. Mailhiot was also involved in an early 
demonstration of the effect of the internal field on the transitions in an absorption 
spectra [24]. It was found that the field disrupted the symmetry of the well and 
therefore allowed previously symmetry-forbidden transitions. 
The first direct demonstration of an internal field in piezoelectric structures 
was by Caridi et al. [25] at AT&T Bell labs in New Jersey, the same group responsible 
for the discovery of the quantum confined Stark effect. They grew a single quantum 
well of GaInAs in the intrinsic region of a p-i-n diode on (I 11) GaAs which enabled 
them to apply an external bias to remove the internal field and this resulted in the now 
characteristic blue shift of the exciton peaks in photocurrent spectra. They were 
therefore also able to determine the strength of the internal field. The group 
immediately followed this by demonstrating optical bistability in a self-electro-optic 
effect device (SEED) using the piezoelectric effect [26]. 
Studies in the piezoelectric effect in II-VI sen&onductors soon followed the 
work in III-V. Strained US / CdSe wurtzite superlattices were grown [27] and then 
evidence of piezoelectric fields was first reported by Halsall et aL [28,29] which 
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progressed to studies of the electronic band structure [30] and evidence of screening 
[31]. This work was then expanded to include US / ZnSe superlattices [32] and 
moved onto the cubic structure of the same material [33,34]. This work has been 
progressed by several research groups in the UK. 
However, the first progress in 11-VI zincblende compounds was by a 
collaboration between the groups at the Universite J. Fourier in Saint Martin d'H6res 
and at Grenoble, both in France, who developed CdTe based structures, either with 
CdZnTe or CdMnTe alloys. Similarly to the work in IIIN compounds, it began by 
comparing piezoelectric and non-piezoelectric structures [35] and progressed to the 
screening effect [36,37] and the effects on quantum well transitions [38]. They also 
demonstrated a novel technique of screening the internal field ; previously the carriers 
required had been provided by optical pumping, but in this case they were generated 
by modulation doping of the heterostructures [39]. The group went on to study the 
exciton effects of localising electrons and holes at opposite ends of a quantum well 
[40] and nonlinear characteristics of the piezoelectric constant in CdTe [41]. Recently 
they have used a piezoelectric heterostructure for efficient all-optical light modulation 
[42]. 
The group at the University of Sheffield has done extensive work on the 
piezoelectric effect in InGaAs / GaAs systems, in particular the relevance to devices 
[43,44,45] along with the usual studies of screening [46] and transition effects [47]. 
They reported the first optical modulation for piezoelectric devices grown on InP 
substrates, using InGaAs / InP multiple quantum wells [48]. They went on to observe 
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Wannier-Stark ladder transitions in piezoelectric superlattices [49], which are 
transitions between adjacent wells that occur due to the distortion of the band 
structure by the internal field, and also to consider the implications of the internal field 
in piezoelectric quantum well lasers [50,51]. They have also detected enhanced 
mobility in piezoelectric quantum wells due to the positioning of electrons away from 
ionised impurities [52]. 
There have been many other groups who have been involved in studying the 
piezoelectric effect in semiconductor heterostructures to a lesser degree, some looking 
at subtleties in the screening effect [53], or the effect of the internal field on exciton 
lifetimes [54,55]. There have been purely electronic studies of the piezoelectric effect 
on Schottky diode barrier heights [56] and also its application in field effect transistors 
[57,58]. More recently the piezoelectric aspects of the promising new material, GaN, 
have been studied [59,60]. Finally, within the Heriot-Watt group the first studies in 
ZnCdSe / ZnSe piezoelectric structures were by Wang et aL [61], and these will be 
improved and extended in this thesis. Wang had previously developed quantum 
confined Stark effect modulators using the ZnCdSe / ZnSe system [62] and also went 
on to produce a bistable SEED device [63], both on (001) GaAs. 
3.5. The screening effect. 
There are two methods of directly demonstrating the piezoelectric effect by 
effectively removing the field which would return the transitions to their former 
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energy, i. e. to produce a blue (higher energy) shift. The first is to simply apply an 
external bias that opposes the internal field, a method that is used in chapters 4 and 5. 
Figure 3-10 illustrates that after the initial blue shift the transition will return to lower 
energies once the external bias has become greater than the internal field. When the 
external bias exactly matches the internal field (i. e. the maximum blue shift is 
achieved) it is known as the flat band voltage. 
OV bias Flat band condition Increased bias 
Blue Shift R. 
TL 
ed Shi 
Increasing bias voltage 
Figure 3-10. Yhe effect of applying an external bias on the transition enerV in a 
piezoelectric layer quantum well. 
The second method of compensating the internal field is known as 'screening'. 
It was predicted by Smith et al. [ 18] that large optical nonlinearities would occur when 
free carriers were created in piezoelectric structures, due to screening of the strain 
generated internal electric field. This was first demonstrated experimentally by Sela el 
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al. [21] who showed that increasing the excitation intensity in piezoelectric 
superlattices shifted the transitions to higher energies. 
Screening is an unavoidable process when using a technique such as 
photoluminescence which excites free carriers in the quantum well. When carriers are 
created in piezoelectric structures, they are subject to the internal electric field. 
Therefore, electrons and holes will move in opposite directions and populate opposing 
ends of the quantum well. This physical separation of charge will produce another 
electric field which will oppose and therefore screm the piezoelectric field. If suflicient 
charge is created in the well, the internal field can be almost completely counteracted, 
although complete screening of the field is impossible, for there must always be some 
internal field for the process to occur at all. 
Low excitation 
High excitation 
Figure 3-11. The effect qf carrier screening on the band struclure and carrier 
wavýfiinciions in a piezoelectric quatilum we/I [64]. 
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The screening effect is shown on figure 3-11. At low excitation the band edge 
of the quantum well has a strong tilt and the wavefunctions of the electrons and holes 
are considerably localised at either end of the well. At high excitation the band edge 
has become flatter and the wavefunctions have moved to a more central position. 
3.6. SEEDS. 
One of the most common practical uses for the piezoelectric effect in 
semiconductor structures is the self-electro-optic device (SEED), also known as the 
optically bistable switch. This was first demonstrated by Mller et at [65] using a non- 
piezoelectric structure, as a consequence of their groups work discovering the 
quantum confined Stark effect. 
O 
0 
U 
a 0 
Optical Power In 
Figure 3-12. Optical bistability in a SEED. 
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Briefly, the SEED requires a nonlinear optical response, in this case a material 
which has an absorption that increases with input light power, to produce positive 
feedback. Once the input power has reached the positive feedback point switching 
occurs, i. e. it shifts to a state of higher absorption. Under the correct conditions, this 
will produce a bistable section in the curve of input power against output power, see 
figure 3-12. 
1- 
MQW 
Figure 3-13. Schemalic circuilfor aSEED. 
The nonlinear response in this case was generated by the quantum confined 
Stark effect. In a circuit similar to that shown on figure 3-13, a bias is applied across a 
multiple quantum well structure in the intrinsic region of p-i-n diode and the 
wavelength of the input light is chosen to be near the exciton resonance of the 
quantum wells. However, as nearly all the applied bias will be across the diode, this 
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shifts the exciton resonance to longer wavelengths by the QCSE and so the structure is 
in a low absorption state. Furthermore, if the input optical power is increased, it will 
generate a photocurrent and reduce the voltage across the diode. This in turn will 
bring the exciton resonance back towards the wavelength of the input light, and having 
reached that point positive feedback will occur and the diode will be in a high 
absorption state. 
Red-shift SEED Blue-shift SEED 
a 
ai 
a 
a 
gh abs tion orp 
....... high absorption 
low absorption 
low absorption 
Reverse bias voltage Reverse bias voltage 
Figure 3-14. Comparison schematicsfor a red-shift and a blue-shift SEED clearly 
show the advantage of using a piezoelectric structure. 7he contrast hetween the high 
absorption and low absorption statesfor the chosen modulation energy (indicated by 
hv) in a hlue sho SEED isfar greater. 
One short-coming of this system was that because the bias shifted the exciton 
spectra to lower wavelengths, the wavelength of the incident light would still be above 
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the band gap and therefore while the absorption may be reduced (with an applied bias), 
it would still be significant. However, the exciton spectra of a piezoelectric quantum 
well will shift to higher energies under an applied bias (up to the flat band condition). 
Therefore the incident light could be chosen to be at the exciton resonance for the high 
absorption state (with no applied bias) and below band gap for the low absorption 
state (with applied bias), giving a much higher contrast ratio [66], see figure 3-14, 
hence the importance of piezoelectric SEEDs. However, current bistable optical 
switching devices have moved towards hybrid optical / electronic devices using silicon 
switching circuits [67,68]. 
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4. ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY OF PIEZOELECTRIC 
QUANTUM WELLS. 
4.1. Introduction. 
In this chapter two absorption techniques, photocurrent spectroscopy and 
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectroscopy, will be used to study the 
piezoelectric effect in single ZnCdSe / ZnSe quantum wells. Direct linear absorption 
was not used as it requires removing the GaAs substrate and would alter the strain in 
the well layer. 
4.2. Photocurrent. 
4.2.1. Introduction. 
Photocurrent is a method of detecting optical radiation that converts the 
radiant energy into an electrical signal. It is a process that can be observed in 
sen&onductor structures with an internal field (not to be confused with the 
piezoelectric field). This internal field is often generated by a p-n junction or a metal- 
semiconductor Schottky contact, and is most commonly combined with an externally 
applied bias. The electric field is required to generate a depletion region, which is 
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where the field sweeps out any free charge carriers. Any incident photon that is 
absorbed in this region will generate an electron-hole pair that, instead of simply 
recombining, will be separated by the field and transported to opposite ends, creating a 
detectable current. This process is the basis of semiconductor photodiodes. It has been 
shown that in this situation the current generated is directly proportional to the 
absorption coefficient, a, under a small signal condition [1]. Therefore if the 
wavelength of the input fight is scanned then the response of the current will produce a 
spectrum that closely follows the absorption. 
Due to difficulties in growing p-type doped layers, the structures used in this 
study were undoped (in fact, ZnSe is intrinsically n-type, with n,, =- 10'scfff) with a 
gold layer evaporated onto the surface to generate a Schottky contact. 
Eý 
Er 
Ev 
Figure 4-1. A Scholikyjunction between a metal and an n-type semiconductor. 
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Metal Semiconductor 
A Schottky contact is a rectifying junction between a metal and a 
semiconductor. Figure 4-1 shows the energy levels of a metal and n-type 
semiconductor in such an interface. 
OB is the work function of the metal, d is the depletion width, Ef is the Fermi 
level, E, is the top of the valence band and E, is the bottom of the conduction band. V, 
is the built-in voltage of the contact. After contact electrons flow from the 
semiconductor to the metal to line up the Fermi levels, leaving behind positively 
charged immobile donors over the depletion width d. The Schottky contact makes it 
possible to apply an external reverse bias without a significant current being drawn. 
Gold is widely used to form sen-ii-transparent contacts with n-type II-VI 
semiconductors for its low resistivity and high transmission in the UV-green region of 
the spectrum, and also for its large work function, essential for a good Schottky 
contact. Since all the layers in the structures used in this study have low doping, the 
depletion region covers the whole epilayer. 
The experimental set-up for photocurrent is shown in figure 4-2. The PC is 
used for data acquisition from the lock-in amplifier and also for system control through 
the stepping motor on the monochromator. This system was also used for direct 
absorption, transmission and reflection (with a silicon detector). The piezoelectric 
effect will be investigated by applying an external bias. The voltage is provided by an 
external power supply with a carefully designed biasing circuit [1], as shown in figure 
4-3. 
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dc bias 
PC 
Figure 4-2. Experimental set-up for photocurrent spectroscopy. 
The sample is biased through the 330kf) resistor, chosen so that the voltage 
drop across it is no more than 0.15V, much smaller than the DC bias. The capacitorC2 
blocks the DC bias from the output. C, filters noise from the DC supply and external 
sources. It also provides a short circuit in the equivalent AC Circuit so that the AC 
component at the output (VAc) is equal to the voltage drop across the resistor R, 
therefore the absolute photocurrent Ip is 
lp = 
VAC 
R 
(4-l) 
This system was very convenient as all the connections had a common earth 
and could be connected using normal coaxial cables. 
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[put 
Figure4-3. Electrical circuit for providing D(-, ' bias and separating the photocurrew 
sl . gnalftom the sample. 
Photocurrent is a popular tool to study the piezoelectric effect [2,3,4]. A 
photocurrent study of a ZnCdSe / ZnSe multiple quantum well structures grown on 
(21 I)B GaAs substrates has previously been reported where external electric fields 
could be applied [5]. However, the results obtained were not completely satisfactory : 
the two transitions shown give a completely different flat band voltage and the 
oscillator strengths of the transitions showed an unusual behaviour which was probably 
due to undesirable contributions from the spatially distributed multiple quantum wells, 
in which a non-uniform carrier density distribution was likely to exist. Therefore, in this 
study, a single quantum well (SQW) structure has been adopted. 
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4.2.2. Experiment. 
The piezoelectric quantum well structures were grown on (21 I)B n' GaAs 
substrates by molecular beam epitaxy (NME). They consisted of aI ýtm fully relaxed 
ZnSe undoped buffer layer, a fully strained Znl-., Cd, Se quantum well and a 0.1 pm 
capping layer of undoped ZnSe, as shown in figure 4-4. The results presented in this 
- 0.12 and the well work use quantum wells of a similar cadmium content where x. 
widths were varied from 4nm to 8nm. 
undoped ZiiSe (O. lýLiii) 
undoped ZnCdSe (4-8iun) 
uncloped ZnSe (I jun) 
n-G, LA, s (2) 1 )13 
(not to scale) 
Figure 4-4. Sample structure for the pholocurrent analysis qfsingle quantum we/tv 
grown on the (21 J)B plane. 
A 50nm thick, 1.5mm diameter gold dot was evaporated onto the top surface 
of each sample to form the Schottky contact. The (21 I)B face was chosen to ensure 
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Gold contact (50nni) 
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that the internal piezoelectric field could be compensated by a reverse bias on the gold 
contact. To reduce temperature broadening, the experiment was performed in a 
nitrogen flow cryostat cooled to 77K. 
4.2.3. Results. 
Figure 4-5 illustrates the photocurrent spectroscopy results for the 8mn 
quantum well sample as a function of applied reverse bias. As the voltage is increased a 
blue shift of the two principal excitonic transitions is observed to occur up to -5V when 
the internal electric field within the quantum well is balanced by the external field. A 
further increase in the reverse bias voltage then produces a red shift due to the quantum 
confined Stark effect. The measurements were repeated with a SQW of 6nm. (see figure 
4-6) and 4run (see figure 4-7). Figure 4-8 summarises the shift in the elhhl peak as a 
function of external bias for each quantum well sample. 
4.2.4. Discussion. 
The magnitude of the electric field generated in the well region is linearly 
dependent on the strain in the layer. [6]. Therefore, the piezoelectric field should be the 
same for any strained layer of a given cadmium concentration, independent of 
thickness. 
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Energy (eV) 
Figure 4-5. Photocurrent spectra taken at 77Kfor an 8nm single quantum well piezo 
structurefor a range of external bias values using unpolarised light. 
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Figure 4-6. Photocurrent spectra taken at 77Kfor a 6nm single quantum well piezo 
structurefor a range of external bias values using unpolarised light. 
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Figure 4-7. Pholocurrent spectra taken at 77Kfor a 4nm single quantum well piezo 
structurefor a range of external bias values using unpolarised light. 
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Flat band Voltage 
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Figure 4-8. Shift of the e1hh] transition as afunction of external biasfor the 4nm 
(*), 6nm (0) and 8nm (M) single quantum well piezo structures as measured hy 
photocurrent spectra. 
If we examine the photocurrent results in figure 4-8 we see that for the 6nm 
and 8nm quantum well samples the flat band voltages are the same while the 4nm 
quantum well gives a somewhat smaller value which can be accounted for by a slightly 
lower cadmium content. Any decrease in the Cd percentage will result in a smaller 
lattice mismatch with the ZnSe buffer layer and so the strain will be reduced giving a 
decrease of the internal field, as observed. The values for the cadmium percentage in 
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the well layer were estimated from the Zn / Cd flux ratio during growth and an 
approximation of their accuracy is given in table 4-1. 
Table 4-1. Sample details andphotocurrent experimental data of the single quantum 
wellpiezo structures. 
Well width (nm) 68 
Cadmium % (±I) 11.8 13.1 12.4 
Piezoelectric shift (meV) 0.9 1.8 2.9 
Flat band voltage in quantum well (V) -4.9 -6.4 -6.4 
The flat band voltage for the 6nm and 8nm quantum well is obtained at an 
applied voltage of -5V. If the epilayer in the Schottky junction is completely depleted, 
the external field strength can be calculated from equation (4-2). 
F.,,, = (Vb + Vj) /d (4-2) 
Vb is the external bias voltage, Vj is the built-in voltage of the gold / ZnSe 
contact measured at about -1.4V [7], and d is the total thickness of the epilayer. 
Therefore the real flat band voltage is -6.4V. At the flat band condition for the quantum 
well, the piezoelectric field is equal and opposite to the extemal field, i. e. Fp,,,,,, = -F,.,,. 
Consequently the piezoelectric field is easily determined from the flat band voltage and 
the values for each well are given in table 4-2. As a comparison, values calculated from 
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the theoretical predictions of equation (3-35) are shown, and they show good 
agreement. Given the uncertainties of the values involved, a value of 0.42V/pm (±0.03) 
per percent of cadmium in the well is proposed. Equation (3-35) predicts a value of 
0.39Wgm. 
Table 4-2. Data calculatedftom the experimental data of the single quantum well 
piezo structures. 
Well width (nm) , 
Piezoelectric field (V/gm) (±0.5) 4.4 5.8 5.8 
Theoretical field (V/gm) 4.15 4.55 4.33 
Piezo field per Cd% (V/gm/Cd%) (±0.08) 0.37 0.44 0.47 
Although the well width does not affect the magnitude of the flat band voltage, 
it does influence the size of the piezoelectric shift of the excitonic transitions. As the 
results indicate, the blue shift of the excitonic transitions increases with the well width 
because, while the tilt of the quantum well band edge is the same regardless of well 
width, a larger well allows a greater energy displacement of the sub-bands within the 
well and so allows the electron and hole sub-bands to move closer together, as seen in 
figure 4-9. This is also illustrated in the dependence of the shift on Lw ý the well width, 
shown by equation (3-37). 
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It was expected that the shift in the larger wells would have been smaller than 
predicted due to a reduction in the exciton binding energy in the well at zero bias. This 
is due to the lower wavefunction overlap that would occur in a wide well under a net 
electric field compared to a narrower well, see figure 4-9. This would increase the 
energy of the transition at zero bias, thereby reducing the observable shift, as the 
binding energy would be restored to normal at the flat band condition. However, the 
results in table 4-1 indicate that this relationship is quasi-linear, therefore this effect is 
too small to be detected. 
HL 
Figure4-9.7he effect of the well width on the size of the piezoelectric shift and also 
on the wavefunction overlap in the energy levels. 
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2.2.5. Transition identity. 
At zero bias the spectrum for the 8nm well shows four transitions. A model 
using an 8x8 k-p method to calculate the band structure of Zni-. Cd. Se / ZnSe quantum 
wells grown on the (001) plane gives the band structure transition for an 8nm well with 
x--O. 124 as shown on figure 4-10 [8]. Therefore it is possible to calculate the difference 
in energy of each transition from elhhI and the values are given in table 4-3. Every 
transition observed in figure 4-5 has an energy split close to one of these theoretical 
values, therefore table 4-3 also shows the experimental results proposed for each 
transition identity. 
ZnSe Zno.,,,, Cd,,.,,, Se ZnSe 
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[ ------------- d e2(69) 
------------- del(19) 
hh band edge 2.548eV 
AL -------------------------- hhl(-7) 
47 40 -------------------------- hh2(-26) 
Ir Ih band edge 
Ih1 (44) 
Figure 4-10. Band structurefor an 8nm Znl.,, CdSe 1ZnSe with x=O. 124 grown on the 
(001) plane calculatedftom an 8x8 k-p model A 11 values are in me V, unless denoted 
otherwise. 
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Table 4-3. kp model theoretical enerSy differencesfrom the e1hh] transitionfor an 
8nm Znl.., CdSe / ZnSe quantum well with x=0.124 grown on the (001) plane, and 
suggested experimental valuesfor each transitionfrom the (211) 8nm sample. 
Transition Energy difference from Suggested experimental 
elhhl(meV) differences (meV) 
elhh2 19 15 
ellhl 37 36 
e2hhl 50 52 
e2hh2 69 
e2lhl 87 
Hensel et al. [9] found that the band energy splitting of the heavy and light 
hole states was nearly independent with respect to the growth direction. This can be 
confirmed as the same k-p model has been adapted for the calculations on quantum 
well layers grown on the (I 11) plane [8]. Table 4-4 gives theoretical values for the 
energy differences between elhhl and four other transitions for 8nm wells of various 
cadmium contents for growth on the (00 1) and (I 11) planes. 
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Table 4-4. kp model theoretical energy dýfferencesfrom the e1hh] transitionfor all 
8nm Znl.., CdSe / ZnSe quantum wellfor various cadmium contents for layers groivn 
on the (0 0 1) and the (I 11) plane. 
(001) Growth Energy difference from eI hh I (meV) 
Cadmium % elhh2 ellhl e2hhl e2hh2 
10 17 30 45 
15 20 47 54 74 
20 21 61 60 81 
(I 11) Growth Energy difference from eI hh I (meV) 
Cadmium % elhh2 ellhl e2hhI e2hh2 
10 - 
15 - 56 - 
20 30 65 95 
This establishes that the alignment of the growth plane has only a small effect 
on the energy differences. The gaps in the table are where the transition involves an 
energy state that is not confined, due to the strong field in (I 11) strained layers. It is 
assumed that all the required energy states are confined for the layers on the (211) 
plane as it has a lower electric field. Since the (211) plane lies between the (00 1) and 
104 
(I 11) planes we consider the values in table 4-3 to be valid for the wells grown on 
(211). These figures show good agreement with the spectrum leading to the labelling of 
the transitions suggested in table 4-3 and shown on figure 4-11. 
I 
PCs 77K ellhl 
8nim well 
901,45' 
135* 
1800 00 
e2hhI 
eIhhI 
el 2 
5 meV 
36 meV 
52 meV 
2.68 2.70 2.72 2.74 2.76 
Energy (eV) 
Figure 4-11. Pholocurrent spectra taken at 77Kfor an 8nm single quantum well 
piezo structure at 0V bias for a range of linear polarisations of the input light. ne 
spectra have been normalised on the elhh] transition intensity. Yhe transitions have 
heen identified 
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It has previously been shown that forbidden transitions (An # 0) are observed 
in asymmetric well profiles while the allowed transitions (An = 0) are weakened [10]. 
Therefore the identifications on figure 4-11 are consistent with figure 4-5 : the 
oscillator strengths of the two allowed transitions (elhhl and ellhl) increase as the flat 
band is reached while the e1hh2 transition becomes strictly forbidden but then 
reappears at a bias of -14V. The e2hhl transition is masked by the shift of the bulk 
ZnSe band edge at any bias of -2V or more, so no conclusion can be drawn from its 
oscillator strength variation, other than that it exists when the well is under a net 
electric field. 
Finally, a further confirmation of the light hole nature of the eI lh I transition is 
shown in figure 4-11 by the linear polarisation dependence of this transition when 
normalised against a heavy hole transition, due to the specific symmetry character of 
the heavy and light hole states, as observed in InAs / GaAs quantum wells by Brandt et 
al. [I I]. They used linear polarisation in PLE experiments to selectively excite light and 
heavy hole states. The anisotropy shown in figure 4-11 is weak which is due to the 
excitation geometry being off-axis from the growth plane. However, the cyclic nature 
of the results (i. e. the oscillator strength is increased as the polarisation angle is 
increased from 0* to 90' and then returns to the same level at 1800) indicates that this 
effect is unlikely to be random. 
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4.3. Photoluminescence excitation. 
4.3.1. Introduction. 
Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) also provides an absorption curve but 
differs from photocurrent in that it has a higher resolution because the light source is a 
laser and not a broad white light passed through a monochromator. It also relies on the 
process of photoluminescence (PL) (see chapter 5) to provide the output. Again, the 
piezoelectric effect will be demonstrated by applying an external bias. PLE has 
previously been performed on piezoelectric structures [12,13,14], but never with an 
applied bias. 
Briefly, photolurninescence occurs when a semiconductor is illuminated with 
light which has photons with a higher energy than the band gap. To maximise the PL, 
the incident radiation should provide photons with an energy at around the absorption 
maximum, e. g. for ZnSe, the 351nm (about 3.53eV) line on an Ar* laser is used. When 
the photons are absorbed an electron is excited to the conduction band leaving a hole in 
the valence band. The electron then decays to the lowest possible level in the 
conduction band through non-radiative processes. Radiative recombination then takes 
place and a photon is emitted and detected by the experiment. Aspects of PL will be 
explored in more detail in chapter S. 
PLE provides an absorption curve by varying the energy of the excitation 
photons while monitoring the PL output. As shown in chapter 3, the absorption curve 
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for a quantum well has a step-like feature, so when the excitation photon energy is the 
same as that of an allowed absorption transition, a peak will occur in the PL Output. 
4.3.2 Experiment. 
The experimental set-up is a minor variation on the PL set-Lip and is shown on 
figure 4-12. 
,I ser 
Ar' Laser 
.......... ............ 
Motormike 
controller 
SaMple 
in 
cryostat-_- 
Monochromator L--1 PC 
dc bias 
Figure 4-12. I'LE'experimental set-ip. 
The PC controls data acquisition from the detector, a PhOtOMLIIIII)IIel- tUbe 
(PMT), the position of the monochromator through a stepping motor and the 
wavelength emitted by the dye laser. The variation of the wavelength ofthe excitation 
source requires a tuneable laser over the desired range. This experiment needs to scan 
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from the quantum weff PL emission (in this case, about 460nm) to the ZnSe band edge 
(about 440mn) to cover all the confined states in the well. The source used was an 
optically pumped dye laser, and the dye used was Stilbene 3, which has an wavelength 
output between 420nm and 470nm. Fortunately, this dye is pumped by the 351 nm line 
of the Ae laser, the same as for normal PL experiments. The output wavelength of the 
dye laser is controlled by rotating a birefringent filter within the laser cavity which uses 
polarisation and phase to set a wavelength condition. 
Early experiments attempted to use the same gold contacts that were used in the 
photocurrent section. However, it was found that an applied bias had little effect on the 
PL output, due to the fact that all the emission was coming from the area around the 
gold dot and not through it (gold is only semitransparent at these wavelengths), i. e. 
from areas unaffected by the applied bias. Therefore, a complete gold contact was 
required to provide a uniform external bias. It was also decided that a thin track in the 
gold layer would provide a much stronger input and output signal. The details are 
shown in figure 4-13. 
Finally, the edges of the sample were cleaved as gold evaporated around the 
edge would short circuit any applied bias through to the substrate. The sample used in 
this experiment was the same 8mn single quantum well used in the photocurrent 
section. 
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................ Metal foil is wiapped 
around sample. 
200nm gold layer is 
evaporated on top. 
Foil is removed and a 
further 5nm of gold is 
evaporated. 
ý GaAs M 
substrate 
ZnSe / QW Metal -1 Gold layer El foi, F 
Figure4-13. Goldcotilaciprocess. forapl)lyitiga bias in PL andPLE'experimetils. 
4.3.3. Results. 
In the PLE experiments, the first procedure was to take a PL, scan of the 
quantum well to ensure that the detection during the PLE is inaxiniised, When ati 
external bias was applied, the energy of the PL emission was shifted (as expected) so a 
new PL scan was taken for each PLE scan, and these are shown on tigure 4-14. 
It is convenient to start the PLE scan at the low energy end, as this is where the 
monochromator will be positioned. It is common practice to place a strong neutral 
density filter before the monochromator (in this case, a 104 and a 102 filter were both 
used) until the excitation source has passed the PL emission energy of the (1111111ti. 1111 
well. This protects the PMT detector (which would not survive having a direct laser on 
its surface) and also provides a useful calibration for the scan. This explains the sharp 
peak at the beginning Of each of the PLE spectra shown on figure 4-15. 
loý 
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ýe 
(L) 
9-. ' . W-4 
PL 8nm Well 5K 
-8V 
-7V 
-6V 
_5V 
4V 
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-2V 
-IV 
ov 
IV 
2V 
3 
4 
2.68 2.69 2.70 
Energy (eV) 
Figure 4-14. PL spectra taken at Mfor an 8nm single quantum well piezo structure 
for a range of external bias values. The spectra have been normalised Yhe excitation 
wavelength was Z 438nm. 
III 
,M 
E Z 
4 
Energy (eV) 
Figure 4-15. PLE spectra taken at Mfor an 8nm single quantum well piezo structure 
for a range of external bias values. Yhe spectra have been normalised to the height of 
the elhh] peak (a). 
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2.70 2.72 2.74 2.76 2.78 2.80 
As with the photocurrent, the characteristic blue shift and then red shift is seen 
in the elhhl transition (a). The maximum blue shift is found at an external bias of -5V, 
virtually the same as found with the photocurrent. The shift of the PL enýssion and the 
eI hh I PLE peaks with applied bias are shown on figure 4-16. 
2.702 
2.700 
2.698 
2.696 
2.694 
2.692 
2.690 
elhhl PLE peak 
PL emission peak 
0 
0 -2 -4 
Applied Bias (V) 
Figure4-16. Shift of the PL emission peak and the e1hh] PLEpeak with applied hias 
for an 8nin single quantum well piezo structure. Yhjs jiýwre is discussed further in 
chapter 5. 
4.3.4. Discussion. 
Due to the greater detail allowed by PLE there are now five distinguishable 
transitions in the spectra, labelled (a) to (e) on figure 4-15. The average difference 
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between each transition and elhhl were calculated (when possible) and are shown in 
table 4-5, along with the theoretical results from table 4-3, all of which show good 
agreement. One strange feature of the PLE spectra is the non-appearance of the e2hh2 
transition. This may be due to the transition being dominated on either side by 
forbidden transitions (e2hhI and e2lhI) when the well is tilted, and when the flat band 
is reached (at -5V bias) the transition is lost in the shift of the bulk ZnSe. 
Table 4-5. kp model theoretical energy differencesfrom the e1hh] transitionfor all 
8nm Znl-.,, CdSe / ZnSe quantum well with x=0.124 grown on the (001) plane, and 
mean experimental differencesfor each transitionfrom the PLE results. 
k-p model theoretical PLE experimental 
Transition energy difference from differences from 
elhhl(meV) elhhl(meV) 
I hh2 (b) 19 15.2 
ellhl (c) 37 36.8 
e2hhl (d) so 48.5 
e2hh2 69 
e2lh I (e) 87 87.2 
The PLE spectra give a better indiCaLion of the relative oscillator strengths of 
the transitions at each bias value. These results confirm what was suggested in the 
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photocurrent section : the forbidden transitions (b) and (d) are reduced in strength as 
the flat band condition is approached while the allowed transitions (a) and (c) are 
increased. The nature of transition (e) is difficult to describe due to the shift in the ZnSe 
absorption at high reverse bias. 
As with the photocurrent studies, it is possible to provide a confirmation of the 
transition identity through a polarisation study. In this case the circular polarisation 
effect was studied. It has been shown that the dipole nature of the electron orbitals in 
the valence band (a p-orbital) and the conduction band (an s-orbital) and the difference 
in the angular momentum states between the heavy hole and light hole states leads to 
selection rules for the nature of the light associated with interband transitions, be it 
absorption or emission [15]. As a consequence it is possible to distinguish between light 
and heavy hole transitions by polarising the excitation source in PLE and then altering 
the sign, i. e. switching from left- to right-circularly polarised light. Circularly polarised 
light can be produced by a Fresnel rhomb as shown in figure 4-17. 
The importance of the Fresnel rhomb is that it will maintain the circular 
polarisation of the output light over a range of wavelengths, because the two 45" 
retardations are due to an internal reflection at a particular angle, which is pre-designed 
to fit the refractive index of the rhomb. The refractive index of a material only 
experiences small changes with wavelength, so this condition will be maintained over a 
reasonable wavelength range. Circularly polarised light produced by linear polarisers 
and quarter-wave (V4) plates would however be unsuitable for this experiment, as V4 
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plates are strictly designed for a particular wavelength. They may of course be used to 
polarise the input in a simple luminescence experiment. 
Figure 4-17. Yhe Fresnel rhomb causes the initial beam ainearly polarised at 45 9 to 
he internally reflected twice, therehy imparting a 90 * relative phase shift to its 
components and generating circularly polarised light. Left- and right-circularly 
polarised light is selected by rotating the linear polariser by 90 '[ 16]. 
A linear polariser and the Fresnel rhomb were positioned in front of the cryostat 
and the beam was adjusted to compensate for the offset. A PLE scan was performed 
(with no applied bias) and then repeated after rotating the linear polariser by 90*. The 
results are shown on figure 4-18. The variation in height of the third transition confirms 
its light hole nature. 
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2.69 2.70 2.71 2.72 2.73 2.74 
Energy (eV) 
Figure 4-18. PLE spectra taken at 5Kfor an 8nm single quantum wellpiezo structure 
with no applied bias using left- and right-circularly polarised light. The spectra have 
been nonnalised to the height of the elhhl peak. 
The identity of transition (e), proposed as e2lhI, can be validated by comparing 
the direct experimental values for its transition energy and values calculated from the 
other transition energies (where available) by the equation 
E2LHI = E2HHI + (EILHI - EIHHI) (4-3) 
The values are given in table 4-6 and show good agreement. 
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Table 4-6. Comparison of energy values for the e2lhl transition from direct 
measurement and calculatedfrom the values of other transitions. 
Bias voltage Transition energy Transition energy Difference between 
M (eV) (direct (eV) (calculated direct and calculated 
measurement) measurement) values (meV) 
1 2.7835 2.7770 6.5 
0 2.7836 2.7799 3.7 
-1 2.7832 2.7811 2.1 
-2 2.7836 2.7815 2.1 
There is one final feature of the PLE scans not yet discussed and that is the 
sharp pair of transitions that first appear at -3V bias and then increase in intensity as the 
reverse bias is increased until they dominate the spectra at -7V. These may be due to 
resonant Raman scattering, but may also be transitions known as LO (longitudinal - 
optic) phonon replicas and are indicated as such on figure 4-15. Phonons are lattice 
vibrations that travel through a crystal lattice in either transverse (the molecules 
oscillate at right-angles to the direction of the vibration wave) or longitudinal (the 
molecules oscillate in the direction of the vibration wave) modes. In the model of a 
chain of alternately large and small atoms, it was found that the lattice vibrations 
formed two branches, optic and acoustic [17]. The optic branch is given this name 
because of its ability to interact with light. 
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As will be explained in chapter 5, electrons that are excited across the band gap 
lose energy through non-radiative interactions until they reach the bottom of the 
conduction band. These interactions may well be phonon related, and LO phonon 
replicas are commonly observed in PLE experiments because of the variation in the 
excitation source. If the difference between the energy of the excitation photons and the 
detection wavelength (set near the band gap) is an integral number of LO phonon 
energies, then a resonance will occur and there will be a increase in the output intensity. 
This is illustrated on figure 4-19. 
I 
Val 
ban 
Figure 4-19. Band stmcture of ZnSe showing the mechanism of the LO phonon 
replica in a PLE experiment. 
The LO phonons observed on figure 4-15 occur at intervals of about 31.3meV 
which is very close to the documented value of 31meV for the LO phonon in ZnSe 
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[18]. The phonon transitions become more prominent because the intensity of the PLE 
spectra dropped off rapidly as the reverse bias was increased, and so it is difficult to 
determine the nature of the PLE transitions in the -7V scan. 
4.4. Conclusion. 
The piezoelectric effect has been investigated in ZnCdSe / ZnSe single quantum 
wells by photocurrent spectroscopy and PLE spectroscopy. The intemal field was 
calculated from the flat band condition in the quantum wells. From the results a value 
of 0.42Wpm (±0.03) per percent of cadn-ýium in the well layer is proposed. The well 
width produces an effect on the piezoelectric shift but has no effect on the flat band 
voltage. The transitions were unambiguously identified using an 8x8 k-p model which 
was consistent with a polarisation study and the variation in oscillator strengths of the 
transitions. 
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5. EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY OF PIEZOELECTRIC 
QUANTUM WELLS. 
5.1. Introduction. 
In this chapter the influence of the piezoelectric effect on the photoluýninescence 
(PL) emission spectra of single quantum wells grown on (211) substrates and the 
resulting effect on the localisation of carriers will be studied. The first section will 
illustrate the effect on the PL by the application of an external bias, as in chapter 4, and 
the second section will demonstrate the screening of the piezoelectric field by the 
production of free carriers. 
While there are many forms of luminescence (e. g. electroluminescence, 
cathodoluminescence) this chapter is only concerned with photolunýinescence which 
occurs when the electron-hole pair is created by optical excitation. If the energy band 
structure of a semiconductor as summarised in chapter I is considered, the dynamics of 
photoluminescence can be explained. If the material is at very low temperature and the 
electrons are excited by optical stimulation with sufficient energy (i. e. greater than the 
band gap) they will cross the band gap and occupy the conduction band, leaving holes 
in the valence band. The electrons will then decay through non-radiative processes 
(they can lose energy through phonon interactions which is dissipated through lattice 
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vibrations) to the lowest energy level in the conduction band, after which the 
annihilation of the electron-hole pair results in the emission of a photon. 
To consider luminescence it is important to understand the excitonic effect 
mentioned in chapter 3. If an electron and a hole are in close proximity then there is a 
Coulombic attraction between them. This bound pair has less energy than an electron 
and a hole isolated from each other, therefore their energy is less than that of the band 
gap. Electrons and holes orbit each other as in a hydrogen-like atom, and in 
semiconductors excitons are free to move through the material. The Bohr model of the 
Hydrogen atom states that the energy of an electron in a quantised orbit around the 
proton nucleus is : 
H 
=_A 
MH 
E, ', 
92n2 0 
where 
(5-1) 
MH = 
memp (5-2) 
me +mp 
m, and mp are the electron and proton masses respectively and A is a constant. 
This model can be adapted for the exciton by substituting the hole mass for the proton 
mass to give p, the equivalent of my, and to consider the bulk dielectric constant & with 
co. Given that EH = -13.6eV it is possible to simplify the exciton model as shown: 
13.6 '" I eV (5-3) 
M 52 2 Hrn 
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As in the hydrogen atom model, the energy of the electron-hole pair varies as 
l1n7 where n=1,2,3... although only the lowest values of n are normally considered. 
Excitons will exist while the temperature is such that Eb > kT, where Eb is the exciton 
binding energy given by En" in equation (5-3) and is typically of the order of a few 
meV. 
A further aspect to consider is that of impurities and defects in the crystal 
lattice. Even a low level of impurity in a semiconductor structure can completely 
dominate the luminescence spectrum. In the simplest case impurities are donors and / or 
acceptors where donors are atoms in the lattice which supply an extra electron (e. g. 
iodine replacing selenium atoms in ZnSe), while acceptors are atoms which have an 
electron missing (e. g. nitrogen replacing selenium atoms in ZnSe). There is also the 
possibility of isoelectronic impurities (e. g. tellurium replacing selenium atoms in ZnSe). 
Excitons are attracted to these impurities and become bound to them, thus lowering 
their energy once more, forming acceptor bound excitons ((9X), known as II) or 
donor bound excitons ((D'X), known as 12). In addition to the exciton spectra, if both 
donors and acceptors are present then electrons and holes recombine in the 
luminescence to produce donor-acceptor pair (DAP) emissions. For example, in the 
case of ZnSe which is naturally n-type [1], a DAP is observed when the material is 
p-doped by nitrogen. The DAP en-dssions often completely dominates any free or bound 
exciton en-dssion. Structural defects in the crystal lattice also contribute to the 
luminescence as recombination sites with a reduced energy [2]. 
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There are practical aspects of photolurninescence to be considered. When 
analysing a photoluminescence spectrum, it should always be remembered that it is a 
competitive process, with each possible emission process contesting the available 
electron-hole pairs. They will naturally emit with the lowest possible energy, although 
that particular mechanism may be limited (e. g. the number of impurities available) and 
so more than one emission is often observed. Finally, the intensity is greater at lower 
temperatures, first because excitons will exist and furthermore because excited 
electrons with very low thermal energy will be brought swiftly back to recombine with 
the holes. This is why most luminescence experiments are performed at low 
temperatures, as well as preventing any thermally excited electrons occupying the 
conduction band. 
5.2. Appfication of cxternal bias. 
5.2.1. Introduction. 
The application of an external bias in photolurninescence has not been 
extensively used in demonstrating the piezoelectric effect. Previously, if the presence of 
an internal field was to be shown in such a manner the most popular method was 
photocurrent (see chapter 4), although other methods have been tried such as 
electroreflectance [3], photoreflectance [4] or even photocapacitance [5]. This may be 
due to the practical difficulties and unusual results that are obtained, as will be 
demonstrated in this section. While there has been some research on this subject 
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[6,7,8], the only sustained body of work was by Sdnchez-Rojas el (il. [91 who began bv 
studying the effects of an external bias on a multiple quantum well structure held in the 
intrinsic region of a p-i-n diode, fabricated with InGaAs / GaAs on a (I 11) substrate. 
They discovered the appearance of some unexplained extra transitions at certain bias 
values which they later attributed to coupling between wells [5], similar to reference 7. 
However, there has been no previous research on the effect of external bias on a single 
quantum well in an undoped piezoelectric structure by photoluminescence. 
Ar' Laser 
Sample 
in 
cryost. it 
mollocill-onlator 
Figure 5-1. Axperinienlal sel-up for the sludy (? f photoluminescence wilh the 
application (? f an exlemal bias. 
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The PL output was studied using the set-up in figure 5-1. The Ar' laser can 
supply a variety of wavelengths, in this case the 351run (3.53eV) line was used. The 
gold contact on the sample surface for each of these experiments consisted of a thick 
200nm layer with a thin 5nm thick track running across the surface to allow strong 
input and output signals, as detailed in chapter 4. 
A simple piezoelectric shift in the PL emission peak when an external bias is 
applied has already been observed in chapter 4, however this section will examine some 
unusual effects that were observed in other experiments of a similar nature. The 4nm 
and the 8nm well structures used in chapter 4 were used again in this section. The effect 
of the application of an external bias on the 8nm and 4nm single quantum well are 
shown on figures 5-2 and 5-3 respectively. As expained in chapter 4, a reverse bias can 
be applied to be a Schottky junction without a significant current being passed, and as 
these samples were grown on the (21 I)B face then this bias will oppose the 
piezoelectric field. 
The spectra for the 4mn and 8nm wells clearly do not show the expected blue 
shift followed by a red shift as seen in chapter 4. What both spectra in fact show are 
two competing transitions. In both cases a high energy peak dominates at zero applied 
bias, and a lower energy peak which is promoted as a reverse bias is applied. After a 
certain bias value the application of more voltage results in the return of the high energy 
transition at the expense of the low energy peak. 
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Figure 5-2. Photoluminescence spectra taken at Mfor an 8nm single quantum well 
piezo structurefor a range of external bias values. 
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Figure 5-3. Photoluminescence spectra taken at 5Kfor an 4nm single quantum well 
piezo structurefor a range of external bias values. 
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5.2.2. Discussion. 
The absence of the piezoelectric shift vvill be discussed first. The blue shifts 
recorded by the photocurrent experiments in chapter 4 were 0.9meV and 2.9meV for 
the 4nm well and the 8nm well respectively. If such small shifts did occur in the two 
studies performed, they could easily have been lost in the competition between the two 
transitions, as the exact peak position of either peak is difficult to determine due to the 
proximity of the two peaks. 
However, there may be an alternative method to determine the flat band voltage 
and hence the internal piezoelectric field. It is proposed that the high and low energy 
transitions observed in figures 5-2 and 5-3 are the free exciton (FX) and donor-bound 
excitons (DOX) respectively. This can be explained through the effect of an applied bias 
on the vvidth of the electron and hole wavefunctions (see figures 5-13 and 5-14). When 
no bias is applied, the wavefunctions are compressed towards one side of the well by 
the internal piezoelectric field. When the flat band voltage is applied, the wavefunctions 
are allowed to spread across the whole width of the well, and if further bias is applied 
then the wavefunctions will be compressed at the other side of the well. Therefore, the 
active width of the quantum well is widest when the flat band voltage is applied, i. e. the 
when the band edges are flat. 
The donor concentration in the well layer will be some finite number per cm 3. 
Therefore the number of available donors will be greater when the flat band voltage is 
applied due to the expanded wavefunctions. It can therefore be deduced that the 
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relative intensity of the donor-bound exciton will reach its maximum when the flat band 
voltage is applied. 
It is therefore possible to make an estimate of the flat band voltage from figures 
5-2 and 5-3 by determining when the donor-bound exciton is strongest. Again, it is 
difficult to be precise because of the proximity of the transitions, but the flat band 
voltages are estimated at -2.5V for the 4nm well and -3V for the 8nm well, which 
translate to -3.9V and -4.4V respectively when the IAV of the gold / semiconductor 
Schottky contact is taken into account. These are roughly 25% less than the values 
obtained in chapter 4, although the value for the 4mn well is within the quoted error 
margins. The energy difference observed between (D'X) and (FX) is approximately 
6meV, close to the value of 8meV observed previously by Neukirch et al. [10] in a 5nm 
Zni.. Cd. Se / ZnSe well with x=0.18. 
The recognised method of identifýing free and donor-bound excitons is to 
increase the excitation density. The available donor species would become saturated 
and above a certain excitation density only the free exciton would increase in intensity 
[10]. A problem was anticipated in piezoelectric quantum wells, however, due to the 
screening effect. As explained in chapter 3, a high injection of free carriers screens the 
piezoelectric field and therefore reduces the tilt in the band edge, which would'also 
affect the competition between the FX and DOX transitions. To avoid this problem, the 
experiment is performed at or around the flat band voltage so that a variation in the 
excitation power will only influence the FX and DOX transitions directly and have no 
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effect on the tilt of the band edge. The results for the 8nm well are shown on figure 5-4 
and clearly show the promotion of the FX transition with increased excitation intensity. 
111-N 8nm Well Pl, 5K 
-3.75V bias 
5OW/CM2 
_30W/CM2 
JOW/CM2 FX 
DOX 
5W/cm2 
2.66 2.68 2.70 2.72 
Energy (eV) 
ý0 
Figure 5-4. Photoluminescence spectra taken at 5Kfor an 8nm single quantum well 
piezo structure for a range of excitation power densities, identifying the free and 
donor-bound excitons. A bias of -3.75 V was applied to ensure that the band edge was 
flat and did not affect the FXandDoXintensities. 
In order to observe the effect of a very large field in a quantum well region, a 
I Onin quantum well structure was grown to the same specifications as those in chapter 
4, in this case with a cadmium content of approximately 15% [11]. However, in this 
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case it was grown on the (21 I)A face as opposed to (21 I)B. The only consequence of 
this is that the field will be of the same magnitude but in the opposite direction. 
Therefore any reverse bias applied will add to the internal field rather than oppose it. 
The results are shown on figure 5-5. 
A high energy shoulder emerges when a reverse bias is applied and its relative 
intensity is increased at the expense of the other transition. At first this may appear 
similar to the previous result where a high energy transition is promoted as the tilt in 
the band edge is increased, indicating a free and bound exciton combination. However, 
in this case the energy difference is considerably larger (approximately 15meV). 
Furthermore a study by Godlewski et al. [12] on CdMnTe / CdTe quantum wells 
indicates that the FX to D'X energy seperation is reduced when the well width is 
increased. 
This transition is therefore identified as PL emission from the elhh2 transition. 
As mentioned in chapter 4, transitions previously forbidden in a square well profile will 
become allowed when an electric field tilts the band edge, and at the large reverse bias 
voltages reached on figure 5-5 this tilt will be very large, allowing the elhh2 transition 
to take over as the main emission transition. It is unlikely that this new transition is 
ellhI because it is an allowed transition in a square well. 
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Figure 5-5. Photoluminescence spectra taken at 5Kfor an 10nm single quantum well 
piezo structure grown on (21 ])A for a range of external bias values. 
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5.3. Carrier Screening. 
5.3.1. Introduction. 
The screening effect was described in chapter 3 and involves the blue slill't ol'a 
quantum well emission with increasing pump power. The sample used to detimiistritte 
this effect was the 10nm ZnCdSe / ZnSe single quantum well on (21 I)A used in the 
previous section (the direction of the field is irrelevant in this experiment). Tlie 
experimental set-up for the experiments was similar to that of the first SCCtIOII, but WIth 
the minor changes as shown in figure 5-6. The power of the excitation source was 
controlled by the Ar' laser power supply and also by using neutral density filters. 
Ar' Laser 
Sample 
in 
cryostat 
neutral density 
fi I ters 
PNI I 
Figure 5-6. Pholohiminescence experimenial sel-iqý for 
screening ýffecf. 
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Figure 5-7. Phololuminescence spectra taken at 5Kfor a 10nm single quantum well 
piezo structurefor a range of excitation power density values. 
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Figure 5-8. Photoluminescence spectra taken at 35Kfor a 10nm single quantum well 
piezo structure for a range of excitation power density values. 
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I Onm well 
A large range of neutral density filters (from 10'*5 to 104) made it possible to 
vary the excitation power density over several decades. The results for the I Onra SQW 
are shown on figure 5-7, in this case the sample was held at 5K in the helium flow 
cryostat. 
Figure 5-7 clearly shows the blue shift expected with an increasing excitation 
power as the generation of free carriers at opposite ends of the well screens the 
piezoelectric field. This experiment was then repeated at a temperature of 35K and the 
results are shown in figure 5-8. Again, the expected blue shift is evident. The two 
results are combined in a semi-logarithmic plot shown on figure 5-9. 
2.58: 
2.581 
2.57 
2.571 
2.5& 
2.561 
2.51 
Figure5-9. Variation in PL emission energy with excitation power densityfor a 10nin 
single quantum wellpiezo structure at temperatures of 5K and 35K. 
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5.3.2. Discussion. 
The first point to be considered is the emergence of a high energy shoulder on 
the quantum well emission spectra performed at 35K, indicated by the black arrow on 
figure 5-8. This is very similar to a result obtained by Moore el al. [13] on GaInAs / 
GaAs quantum wells grown on a (I 11) orientation. They attribute a high energy 
shoulder observed during the screening process to photoluminescence from the elhh2 
transition made possible when the hole Fermi energy crosses the second heavy-hole 
band, Le. heavy holes in the hhI sub-band are given enough energy to significantly 
populate the hh2 sub-band and then recombine with electrons in the el sub-band 
producing luminescence. 
"0 
lýý 
*A 
Z : 
Figure5-10. PL at 5K and 60Kfor a 10nm ZnCdSe / ZnSe single quantum well pie: o 
structure at an excitation of ý-- 5m W, showing thermalpopulation of the hh2 sub-band. 
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It has already been shown in chapter 4 that the elhh2 transition is the lowest 
energy transition after e1hh1 in ZnCdSe / ZnSe quantum wells, and a PL / temperature 
study of the same 10nm quantum well has shown that it is possible to thermally 
populate the hh2 sub-band, as shown in figure 5-10. This explains why the high energy 
shoulder was evident in the screening study at 35K but was not observed when the 
same experiment was conducted at 5K. 
The next point of interest to be considered is the different screening behaviour 
at SK and 35K shown on figure 5-9. The result is unusual because at low pump power 
the 5K emission is at a lower energy than the 35K emission, while at high pump power 
the opposite is true. Theoretically, the energy of a PL emission should follow the 
temperature dependence of the band gap which increases as the temperature is lowered 
due to the thermal contraction of the crystal lattice. However, at very low temperatures 
the energy of the PL emission can be shifted to a lower energy. This is due to a 
previously documented effect where a difference in energy is observed between the PL 
emission and corresponding elhhl absorption peak [14,15], where the energy 
difference is known as the Stokes shift and is atributed to exciton localisation, i. e. the 
excitons are physically trapped into a limited area because it allows an emission of 
lower energy. Electron-hole recombination will always occur with the process which 
releases the lowest possible photon energy. It has been shown by Zu et aL (16] that the 
magnitude of the localisation effect can be observed by varying the temperature and 
observing the deviation of the PL emission from the expected temperature dependence 
at low temperatures. The temperature dependence of the PL from the l0nm single 
quantum well piezo structure is shown on figure 5-11. 
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Figure 5-11. Temperature variation of the PL emission of a ZnCdSe / ZnSe 10nm 
single quantum wellpiezo structure. 
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The variation of the PL emission energy with temperature is shown on figure 
5-12. The theoretical temperature dependence of the band gap of ZnSe was part of an 
extensive review by Skromme [17], who compared the two parameter functions of 
O'Donnell et aL [18] with the established semi-empirical formula of Varshni [19]. 
Skromme explains that neither formula provides an accurate fit from very low 
temperature up to room temperature, and proceeds to offer a three parameter function 
that gives good agreement with the experimental results, given as equation (5-4). The 
Varshni relation (given as equation (5-5)) was found to be inaccurate at very low 
temperatures where the actual band gap is nearly temperature independant. 
Eg (T) = Eo 
aT3 
- 
(5-4) 
T2+, 6T+y 
Eg(7) = Eo - 
aT 2 
T+fl 
(5-5) 
The theoretical line of the Varshni relation shown on figure 5-12 uses the values 
for a and fl found by Shirakawa et al. [20] for ZnSe ;a=8.59xIO -4 eV/K and fl = 
405K. The value of Eo was adjusted to give the best fit (at high temperature) to account 
for the exciton binding energy and the piezoelectric shift. The line for the Skromme 
model was found using a least-square fit to the experimental values for temperatures on 
and above 401-C, below which localisation occurs. The parameters provided by this fit 
were a=6.23meV/K, fl = 514.5K and v= 361817K2. The Skromme model shall be 
considered here due to its better fit at low temperature in reference 17. ' 
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Figure 5-12. Temperature variation of the PL emission enerSy of a JOnm ZnCdSe / 
ZnSe single quantum well piezo structure shown with the theoretical Varshni and 
Skromme relations. 
The deviation of the experimental points from the theoretical curve at low 
temperatures shows that exciton localisation is occurring with a difference of 4.6meV 
between the experimental and the expected PL emission at 5K. This is a stronger effect 
than in reference 16 which observed a corresponding difference of 2meV in an InGaAs 
/ GaAs single quantum well. 
It was stated by Bastard et al. that the Stokes shift between the luminescence 
line and the corresponding absorption peak is caused by exciton localisation on 
interface defects [14]. Therefore it would be expected that the magnitude of the 
PL emission energy 
I Onm Well 
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localisation will be greater in a quantum well that is subject to an electric field because 
the wavefunctions of the electron and hole are concentrated on or around the interfaces 
with the barrier layers. This is shown in figures 5-13 and 5-14 which display the el and 
MI. wavefunctions for a 10nm Zno. g5Cdo. 15Se / ZnSe single quantum well as derived by 
the solutions given in chapter 3, for wells with and without an internal field 
respectively. 
All wavefunctions were normalised such that 
p. pdz =I 
Electron 
Wavcfunction 
... ....... 
53 mev 
"I 
Hole 
Wavefunction 
30meV 
..................... .... .. 
I........ 
47meV 
(5-6) 
Figure5-13. Calculated el and hh] wavefunctionsfor a 10nm Zno. 8jCdo. 15Se / ZIISe 
single quantum well with an internalfield 
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Figure 5-14. Calculated el and hh] wavefunctionsfor a 10nm Zno. 8jCdo. jjSe / ZnSe 
single quantum well without an internalfield 
This proposal is consistent with the screening results shown on figure 5-9. At 
low injection, the band edges are tilted and the localisation is identified by the relative 
positions of the low temperature and higher temperature emissions. This situation is 
reversed at high injection when the presence of free carriers screens the intemal field 
and flattens the band edge, allowing the carrier wavefunctions to occupy the middle of 
the well and therefore reducing the localisation. 
Bastard et aL defined the Stokes shift as being the difference between the PL 
emission peak and the elhhl PLE peak [14], and the Stokes shift has been shown to 
decrease with increasing temperature [ 15] as would be expected considering the effect 
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of temperature on the localisation. However, this means that the proposal that the 
localisation is reduced in the flat band condition is in disagreement with the results from 
the PLE section of chapter 4, given as figure 4-16. 
In this case the difference between the PL enýssion peak and the elhhl PLE 
peak (i. e. the Stokes shift) is greater at the flat band state (-5V bias) than when an 
internal field is present. Given the evidence suggesting that the localisation is reduced at 
the flat band condition, along with the unusual behaviour of the PL emission peak 
position at bias values between 4V and -IV, it has to be assumed that these values have 
been shifted to higher energies. In this case it is attributed to the screening effect, as it 
was necessary to excite the samples with a significant energy density to obtain a 
reasonable output signal through the gold contact layer. 
5.4. Conclusion. 
The piezoelectric effect has been demonstrated in ZnCdSe / ZnSe single 
quantum weRs by photoluminescence spectroscopy, through the screening of the field 
by the generation of free carriers and by an application of an external bias. The presence 
of the internal field has been shown to have a direct effect on the relative intensity of 
the free and donor-bound exciton emissions. The screening results showed that the 
presence of an internal field increases the magnitude of exciton localisation by 
concentrating the carrier wavefunctions close to interface defects. 
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6. CRITICAL THICKNESS OF PIEZOELECTRIC QUANTUM 
WELLS. 
6.1. Introduction. 
A heterojunction is created at the interface of two different serniconductors. 
The difference may only be in the introduction of a percentage of a third element (e. g. 
a Znl-. Cd. Se quantum well between ZnSe barrier layers) or the layers may be from 
entirely different groups of compounds (e. g. ZnSe layers grown on GaAs substrates). 
Nevertheless, the consequences are the same : any lattice mismatch. between the layers 
(i. e. any difference between the lattice constants) will produce strain in the layer. When 
a heterojunction is formed the layer being grown on top will maintain a constant level 
of strain, known as pseudomorphic growth, until it reaches a critical thickness. 
Traditional theory would claim that at this point dislocations are created and any 
further growth will see a reduction in the strain as the layer relaxes and an increase in 
the population of dislocations. However, studies in this subject suggest that the reality 
is more complicated. 
GaAs/InGaAs strained layers have shown evidence of two critical thicknesses, 
one at the occurrence of the first dislocations and a larger one at the commencement 
of relaxation [1]. The smaller critical thickness is denoted hd and is defined by 
Matthews and Blakeslee [2] to correspond to the formation of the first misfit 
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dislocation. Experimentally, this process can be observed using X-ray topography and 
values have been recently obtained for both InGaAs [3] and ZnSe [4] on (001) GaAs 
substrates. The second value, h, is defined as the threshold thickness above which 
long-range lattice relaxation is observed [5] which only occurs once the strain fields of 
individual dislocations begin to overlap. For a typical senkonductor layer about I gm 
thick, this gives a lower detection fin-dt of about 104 crn72 dislocations. This lattice 
relaxation can be estimated in-situ from the reflection high-energy-electron diff-raction 
(RHEED) streak spacing [6,7,8,9]. However, it is more usuaUy determined post- 
growth by observing either the change in interplanar spacings by high resolution X-ray 
diffraction [10,11] or the changes in the photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra 
where the decrease in strain produces a slight energy shift possibly followed either by a 
broadening of the PL line or a decrease of the intensity with a broadening of the line 
[8,12]. Other methods have been used such as reverse leakage current in p-i-n 
structures [13]. All the methods are often used in conjunction with transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) wMch is able to directly observe evidence of strain 
relaxation (14]. 
In layers with small strains, there may be a considerable difference between hcd 
and h,,,,. A good example can be seen in the case of ZnSe grown directly on to (001) 
GaAs substrates where the strain is 0.27% and it has been shown that hcd is 
97.5(±2.5)run [4] as illustrated in figures 6-1 (a) and (b). They show X-ray topographs 
of ZnSe epilayers on GaAs which reveal that the first dislocations are formed between 
95run and 100nin [15]. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6-1. X-ray lopographs of ZnSe epilayers on (; tL4. v, (a) 95nm and (b) 100nm 
ihick. 
However, samples grown under similar conditions give a value fior h, of 
150nm as measured by both X-ray double crystal rocking curves [ 16,17 ] and III, I 18 1, 
which shows the variation of the free and bound exciton emission with ZnSe epllaYer 
thickness. The emissions (and therefore the band gap) begin to drop in energy at a 
thickness of about 150nm which indicates the commencement of relaxation, as the 
strained band gap has a higher energy than the unstrained. 
For a given strain the formation of the first dislocation, giving h,,,, will 
primarily be a function of the elastic constants of the material and the nature of' the 
pre-existing defects, whereas h, will depend principally on the rate of dislocat ion 
formation in the growing semiconductor, which is a fibriction of' the growth niethod 
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Thus, for ZnSe grown on (00 1) GaAs by migration enhanced epitaxy a value ol'250nin 
was obtained for h, by Gaines el al. [ 19] while Wolfe/ al. [20] have obtained %,; i]Ljc. s 
of 220(±20)nm for molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) ZnSe and 100( 120)nni flor metal- 
organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) ZnSe. In addition, it should he iiotc(l 
that both critical thicknesses are functions of the substrate orientation, as will be seen 
in section 6.2.1. on the Matthews / Blakeslee model. Anan e/ al. t*ound that h, for 
InGaAs grown on (I I I)B GaAs was about twice that of a (00 1) structure produced 
under the same growth conditions [2 1 ]. 
This chapter will examine Znl-., Cd.., Se / ZnSe qUanturn well heterostructures 
which have been under intense investigations in recent years due to the research into 
producing laser diodes in the blue-green region with practical fifietimes, of'which dicy 
would be the active region. Studies have shown that the lifetime is limited by the 
development of dark line defects [22] formed by dislocations and stacking faults 1231 
propagating into the active layer. This study is only sensitive to the relaxation of'sti-mri 
and not the formation of the first dislocations. An indication ol'the importance of II lic 
previously undiscovered h, d Is shown on figure 6-2, which displays the variation of 
quantum well emission energy with the well width. The lines labelled (1) and (2) 
correspond to the critical thickness for each value of cadmium percentage in the 
quantum well calculated by extrapolating the values of li, and h_1 respectively fioni 
ZnSe on (001) GaAs to ZnCdSe on ZnSe. 
Previously the quantum wells would be designed to be beflore line (I), 
assuming that they would be free of defects. I lowever, the discovery 01' h_j %VOLII(l 
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indicate that any structures that appear in the shaded region 01' filiýLlre 6-2 would 
contain dislocations and indeed some of the reported laser structures in the published 
data are within this region [24], so they are not formed by ti-LIC I)SCM1011101I)IIIC 
growth. Furthermore, as later devices used ZnSSe cladding layers instead ofZnSe 1251 
and given that the relative lattice parameters are such that CdSe -- ZnSe - ZnS, dien 
the restrictions on the active ZnCdSe layer are tightened flurther. 
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6.2. Models. 
6.2.1. Matthews / Blakeslee model. 
Most of the work to date makes reference to the model of Matthews and 
Blakeslee [2] which is an iterative formula that derives the first critical thickness for 
the formation of the first dislocations, hd, from certain lattice parameters and the 
strain mismatch by balancing the forces that exist in both layers of the heterojunction. 
The other models of Matthews and various other collaborators are summarised in the 
review by Fitzgerald (26] which proposes the following formula for the critical 
thickness of a quantum well : 
h, d - 
2b(I _V COS2 a)[In(hd / b) + 1] 
8; re(l + v) cosA 
b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, v is the Poisson's ratio of the 
overlayer, a is the angle between the dislocation line and its Burgers vector, e is the 
lattice n-ýisrnatch and finally A is defined as the angle between the Burgers vector and 
that direction in the film plane which is perpendicular to the line of intersection of the 
slip plane and the interface. For a single layer growth, the factor of 2 on the numerator 
is removed. 
To produce a model for the ZnCdSe / ZnSe system, the following definitions 
are required : 
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The lattice mismatch is defined by the lattice parameter, a, by 
azci3,, - azo, (6-2) 
aza, 
Poisson's ratio is calculated from the elastic moduli c, I and C12 by 
012 (6-3) 
011 + lC12 
The Burgers vector describes the shift of material that produces a dislocation. 
The most likely Burgers vector for zincblende material is shown on figure 6-3 and has 
a magnitude, b, defined by: 
b= az,, cig, (6-4) 
-, r2- 
C11, C12 and azcdsý are calculated from linear interpolations between known 
values for ZnSe and CdSe. 
In zincblende structures, the most common slip plane is the (I 11) plane or a 
90' rotation of that plane, i. e. one of (I 11), (111), (111) and (I 11). By symmetry, 
the planes (111) and (I I i) are the same. The most dominant type of misfit 
dislocation observed is the so-called 60* dislocation [26] as shown in figure 6-3 where 
the angle a between c and b is 60'*. 
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Figure 6-3.7he dislocalion line (! ý), slip plane (I 11) and Burgers veclor (ý) in a 
zincbIende crystal. d is a line in the film plane which is perpendicular lo 1he 
intersection of the slip plane (in this case, (I 11)) andfilm plane (in this case, (00 1)). 
To determine the angle A one has to determine the line d as defined in the 
caption of figure 6-3. In the case of layers grown on (001) substrates, A is either 60' 
or 90', whatever slip plane is considered. Since cos(90') is zero and would give a zero 
denominator in equation (6-1), this option is not considered. 
For growth on the (211) plane, the only parameter to change is A. However, 
one has to consider the results when each of the four possible slip planes intersect witli 
the (211) growth plane, as shown on figure 6-4 
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(00 1) 
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(211) 
Figure 6-4. Intersections of the (211) plane with (a) the (I 11) plane, (b) the (I 11) 
plane, (c) the (I 11) plane and (d) the (I II) plane. 
We can calculate A from the scalar product of the Burgers vector and the line c/ 
as defined in the caption of figure 6-3. The scalar product of two vectors is defined by 
(a,, a2 a3). (bl, 
b2 
, 
b3)= lallbl cos A=a, b, + a2b2 + a3b3 (6-5) 
To simplify the calculations, a vector n is defined as the normal to the film 
plane and a vector a is defined as the line of intersection of the slip plane and the (2 11 ) 
growth plane. Therefore, in general, d will be a vector that is perpendicular to both a 
and n. In each case b can be one of the three Burgers vector directions contained m 
the slip plane, e. g. for a( I 11) slip plane, b can be [0, -1,1], [-1,0,1] or I 1, - 1,0]. On IY 
the absolute values of cos A were considered, as negative values would J)I-OdLICC 
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obtuse angles. When the smallest angle between the two lines is considered, one 
produces the acute angle which is obtained from Icos Al. 
Case (a). 
11 = [2,1,1] [0,1, -1] 
therefore d=[I, - I, - A is [0, -1,1], [-1,0,1] or [1, -1,0] 
From b. d one gets cosA =2 or 0 
J3 
Giving A= 35.26' or 90" respectively. 
Case (b). 
g= [2,1,1] [0,1, -1] 
therefore d=[I, - I, - I is [0, - 1,1 1,0,1 ] or [ 1,1,0] 
From b. d one gets cos A or 0 
Giving A=35.26* or 90" respectively. 
Case (c). 
n= [2,1,1] [-2,1,3] 
therefore d=[1, -4,2] A is [0,1,1], [1,0, -1] or [1,1,0] 
From b. d one gets cos A=Mm=1,2 or 3 r4 2 
Giving A= 81.12*, 72.02* and 62.42' respectively. 
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Case (d). 
11 = [2,1,1] q=1] 
therefore d=[1,2,4] A is [0,1,1 ], [ 1,0,1 ] or [- 1,1,0] 
From b. done gets cosA =m m=1,2or3 
%A 2 
Giving A= 81.12*, 72.02" and 62.42" respectively. 
Therefore five possible values for A are obtained, however A= 90' is again 
ignored. The remaining four values for A were used in equation (6-1) and the results 
are shown in figure 6-5. 
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Figure 6-5. Matthews IBlakeslee calculationsfor the critical thickness of Znl-. CdSe 
/ ZnSe quantum we& grown on various substrate orientations. 
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The critical thickness calculation that is to be considered for (211) growth is 
that which gives the lowest value (i. e. A= 35.26), lower than that for (001) growth. 
If one considers the growth process, when the first possible value for h,: d is reached 
then this dislocation mechanism becomes active and dislocations will be formed. The 
rate of dislocation formation may increase when the other values of kd are reached, 
depending on the amount of dislocations formed at the first hd. It is interesting to note 
that in the previously mentioned work by Anan el al. [21 ] for (I 11) growth, they 
calculated a value for cosA of 1/(2%r3-), giving A= 73.220, and therefore a value of hd 
greater than (001) growth, but they do not specify which slip plane was considered in 
the calculations, as clearly the (I 11) plane will not relieve any strain in (I 11) growth. 
However, their calculations appear to be in agreement with their experimental 
observations. 
6.2.2 Dunstan modeL 
Another model has been developed that uses a simple geometrical argument to 
predict the second critical thickness for lattice relaxation, h,,., that is in good agreement 
with previous models and also predicts the strain relaxation after the critical thickness 
has been reached [27]. It predicts a critical thickness h, given by 
h, = ki 
b 
90 
(6-6) 
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where 4 is the unrelaxed misfit strain and b is the magnitude of the Burgers 
vector of the misfit dislocation. Furthermore, it predicts that after the critical thickness 
has been passed, the strain in the layer can be calculated by 
2b h 
(6-7) 
ki and k2 are constants of proportionality and are expected to be of the order of 
unity. If k, and kz are the same then there is no discontinuous relaxation at the critical 
thickness [28]. If they are different, then the strain in layers below the critical thickness 
is given by equation (6-6) and the relaxation in layers above the critical thickness is 
given by a reduced value of k2 in equation (6-7). This is shown in figure 6-6 which 
relates the strain in the layer to the thickness of the layer. For layers below the critical 
thickness, the strain is always at a given magnitude. For layers above the critical 
thickness, the strain is given by curve (a) for ki = k2 or (b) for k, # k2 which shows the 
discontinuous drop in the strain at the critical thickness. Curve (a) decays as kjh1h 
whHe curve (b) decays as k2b1h. 
This relationship was compared with experimental analysis of GaInAs / GaAs 
layers and showed good agreement except for those samples with thicknesses 
considerably greater than h, [28]. At these values the samples were shown to have 
less strain than predicted by the theory, a phenomenon for which the authors could 
only speculate. It will be shown in this chapter that this short-coming is repeated in our 
results for which an amendement to the Dunstan model is proposed. 
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C) 
Layer thickness, h 
Figure 6-6. Strain in a semiconductor hzjvr against the layer thicknessfor (a) k, = 
k2and (b) k, ; ek2. 
6.3. Application of the piezoelectric effect. 
This chapter presents a new method for measurement of h, taking advantage 
of the built-in piezoelectric effect in strained quantum weUs, which occurs in any 
II (hI I)-orientated zincblende structure and any wurtzite structures grown with the 
typical (0001) orientation. T'his approach is very convenient as it does not require the 
knowledge of any parameters of the investigated material. Furthermore, it can be 
extremely sensitive to the degree of relaxation of the layer. 
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As explained in chapter 3, strained quantum well layers in piezoelectric 
semiconductors have their transitions shifted to lower energies by the quantum 
confined Stark effect. For the built-in field due to the piezoelectric effect, F" , the piezo 
magnitude of this shift depends on the magnitude of the internal strain in the layer and 
the layer thickness. This is shown in equation (6-8) which gives the energy of the 
ground state transition in a compressively-strained quantum well. 
EIHH, =Eg" + EI +HHI-JelFP', ', L -Eb 
(6-8) 
E` is the band gap of the strained layer, E, and HH, are the confinement 9 
energies of the first quantum well states for the electrons and holes respectively, and 
Eb is the exciton binding energy. The term I el "'ý Lw is the shift in energy due to piezo 
the internal electric field where Lw is the width of the quantum well. Fp',,,,, is linearly 
dependent on the strain in the layer [29]. 
As explained in the model of the triangular well detailed in chapter 3, the 
wavefunction overlap in piezoelectric structures will decrease with increasing well 
width and therefore Eb can be ignored for wide wells [30]. Furthermore, the 
confinement energies E, and HH, in wide wells will no longer depend on the well 
thickness but only on the piezoelectric field which defines the well shape and so El and 
HH, can be found by solving the finite triangular well model. Therefore, for a given 
lattice mismatch the piezoelectric field is fixed as long as the layer has not relaxed and 
so El and HH, will remain constant for wide wells provided that equation (6-9) is true. 
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-, 
A 
2E 
where E is either E, or HH,. 
(6-9) 
Therefore, above this thickness, the excitonic transition energy EIHHI 
decreases linearly with the thickness of the layer since F! is fixed by the strain and plezo 
will remain constant for a given lattice mismatch (i. e. percentage of Cadmium) until 
the onset of relaxation of the layer at h,,.. Hence its value is simply given by 
EIHHI = Eg" +E, +HHI-IeIFP'i',,. L,, (6-10) 
This relationship no longer applies above the threshold thickness h,, where two 
effects have to be considered. Firstly, a change of the band gap energy occurs when 
going from the fully-strained to the fully-relaxed regime. This effect is usually quite 
small especially when heavy holes are involved and, in fact, for Zno. 85Cdo. 15Se, the band 
gap variation is as small as 9meV which is of the same order as a change in the Cd 
content of less than 1%. Therefore optical spectroscopy is of little use to determine h, 
for (001)-oriented samples. The second effect, which is usually much more important, 
is the reduction in F'! due to the strain relaxation. In the case of (21 I)-Zni-,, Cd., Se piezo 
ZnSe quantum wells, F"! has been estimated to be 0.42V/pm per percent of Plezo 
cadmium in a fully strained well layer (see chapter 4), which gives a shift of 120meV 
between a fully-relaxed and a fully-strained 20nm Zno. 85Cdo. 15Se / ZnSe quantum well, 
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and a piezoelectric field of 6.3Wgm. Our calculations show that (E, +HHI) will reduce 
from 85meV to nearly zero as the strain is decreased and the QW shape changes from 
triangular to square. This is a significantly smaller change than that in elFp'i',,, ILw 
showing that the most important effect at relaxation is the decrease of the piezoelectric 
field. 
A new equation has been developed to describe EIHHI in a piezoelectric 
quantum weff that considers the degree of strain S. Ignoring Eb, the energy EjHHj is 
t-, i", d + s213 
P, g+ 
HH, ) E, HHI=S(E. ' elFP', , 
lL)+(1-S)Eg' (EI 
where S is expected to vary as (1 / L,,, ) for L.,, > h,,. from the model of Dunstan 
et al. [27]. The 2/3 -power dependence for the El and HH, energies is exact in the case 
of an infinite barrier height and is still a good approximation for relatively small barrier 
potentials ; using 142meV and 47meV respectively for the conduction and valence 
band offsets between Zno. ssCdo. jsSe and ZnSe, the error induced by such an 
approximation is always smaller than 5meV. 
The striking feature of this model will be the clear change in behaviour of the 
EIHH, transition energy at the threshold thickness. For L,, < h,,,, S=1, however after 
h, there is a sharp change in the value of S as shown in figure 6-6. Hence the value of 
h, is precisely determined by the abrupt transition from one regime to the other. 
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6.4. Experiment. 
To illustrate this approach a set of ZnomCdomSe quantum wells with 
thicknesses ranging from 10nm to 40nm were grown by MBE. They consisted of a 
fully relaxed I gm layer of ZnSe on the (21 I)B GaAs substrate, the well layer and then 
a O. Igm capping layer of ZnSe. Growth details can be found elsewhere [31]. The 
composition and thickness of the ZnCdSe quantum wells were calculated from a thick 
relaxed epilayer by PL and reflectivity respectively. The full set of samples has been 
grown in the same run in order to minimise any composition variations after the 
growth of the calibration layer. 
The PL spectra are shown in figure 6-7 for different well widths and it can be 
seen that as the well width increases the EIHH, transition energy moves to a lower 
value up to a well thickness of 20nm, when the exciton peak begins to move back to 
higher energy. This indicates that relaxation occurs between widths of 20run and 
30nm. We note that each PL spectrum was obtained with the minimum possible 
excitation power to avoid any blue shift due to the screening effect of carriers on the 
electric field [32]. This will be explained in section 6.5. 
The results are displayed in figure 6-8 which shows, in addition to the 
experimental points, the exciton energies for the fully relaxed case corresponding to 
the internal field strength being zero (curve a), the energies for the fully strained (211) 
oriented samples as determined from equation (6-10) for L.. < h,, (curve d) and the 
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energies for the partially relaxed regime for L,,, > h, defined by equation (6-11) (curve 
c). 
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Figure 6-7. PL spectra of Zno. 8jCdo,,, Se / ZnSe single quantum wells of various 
widths grown on (21])B substrate recorded at 5K and at an excitation density of 
between lOpWcm2 and 16ý, uWcm-ý Yhe surrounding luminescence is the deep band 
from the ZnSe barrier layers. 
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Figure6-8. Yhe variation of the A emission with well widthfor Zna8.5Cdo. 15Se lbde 
single quantum wells on a (21])B substrate showing the on-set of strain relaxation 
(0). Calculated variations considering no piezoelectric field, (curve a), Eq. (6-10) 
(curve d), Eq. (6-11) combined with the model of Dunstan et al [27] (curve c) and Eq. 
(6-11) combined with our alteration as given in Eq. (6-12) (curve b) are also 
displayed Note that for the calculation without a piezoelectric field, the excitonic 
hinding energv has a strong contrihution for large quantum wells which disappears 
when afield ispresent. 
It is worth noting that within Dunstan's description [27] the dependence of the 
energy on the well width is almost completely removed (see curve c) as the variation in 
energy is only due to the effect of strain on the band gap. As a result this model never 
allows for complete relaxation. 
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To produce a more accurate simulation of the relaxation, we propose an 
empirical amendment to the model of Dunstan et aL [27] and the use of a more 
general form of S: 
oc (L,, ) 
(6-12) 
Using n ý-, 1.4 in this expression for S, as obtained from a least-square fit, we 
now have a much more realistic prediction, shown as curve b, where EIHH, tends to 
E unstrained as L.,, becomes very large and the slope of relaxation has the correct 
curvature for L.,, > h,,.. As it can be seen from figure 6-8, an excellent agreement is 
found between the data with equation (6-10) and equation (6-11) over the whole 
range of values of L.. The intersection of the two line fits describing the fully-strained 
and the partially relaxed regimes is well established at 20nm, thus we can say that h,, is 
20nm. 
A model suggested by Lovergine et al. [33] stated that the residual strain in an 
epilayer greater than the critical thickness can be expressed as 
la 
el 1- Abý, 
2h 
(6-13) 
a is the lattice parameter, bff is the effective burgers vector, h is the layer 
thickness, el is the strain before relaxation and A is a constant. This reduces to 
equation (6-14). 
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6 S=-= exp(kh) 
el 
(6-14) 
k is a constant that combines A, b,. ff, and a. However, when this was fitted to 
the data points it was found to have an opposite curvature to that experimentally 
observed, as shown in figure 6-9. 
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Figure 6-9. An expandedportion offigure 6-8, with the additional finefit of curve 
(e)ftom the modelproposed by Lovergine et al. [33]. 
Recall that S is defined as the degree of strain such that 
c(h) 
60 
(6-15) 
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However, if this is combined with equations (6-6) and (6-7) of the Dunstan 
model, and providing ki = k2, it is found that 
s= 
(6-16) 
Therefore the least square fit mentioned above would independently produce a 
value of h,,,, which was 20mn, which is in good agreement with the previously found 
figure. However, it would be unwise to take this figure independently, because the 
least square fit was only modelled on half the data points and it also produced a value 
of 12V/gm for the piezoelectric field, a factor of 2 larger than the expected figure of 
6.3V/gm. This value was also used in curves (c) and (d) in figure 6-8. Fitting the 
Lovergine model produced an even more inaccurate value for the field of 25V/jim. 
A list of the results provided by the Matthews / Blakeslee calculations of hed in 
section 6.2.1 is shown in table 6-1 for ZnCdSe quantum wells with a cadmium 
percentage of 15%. 
As mentioned before, the lowest calculated value for hd is that considered for 
the first dislocations. The value of hd for (211) growth of Zno. ssCdo. 15Se on ZnSe is 
therefore considered to be 12.07mn, giving a value of 0.61 for the fraction hdlh,,. This 
is very close to hdlh,,. = 0.63 given by references 4 and 16 for ZnSe grown on (001) 
GaAs substrates. This indicates that the rate of dislocation formation from the first at 
h, dup to the point that the strain fields overlap at h, is sinffir in both cases. However, 
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this rate does depend on the growth method, hence the difference in values for h,, for 
ZnSe on (001) GaAs given by references 16,19 and 20 in the introduction. 
Table 6-1. Calculated values of hd for Zna85Cdo., 5Se / ZnSe quantum wells for 
various suhstrate orientations by the Matthews IBlakesleeformula. 
Plane orientation A hd (nm) 
(001) 60' 22.50 
(211) 35.26* 12.07 
(211) 62.42' 24.77 
(211) 72.02" 40.77 
(211) 81.100 93.61 
From these results the advantages of using the piezoelectric effect for 
determining the critical thickness is clearly demonstrated and can be surnmarised as 
follows : 
(i) The QCSE induced shift arising from the internal field is very large resulting 
in high sensitivity. For instance, a blue shift of 170meV is observed for the 40mn 
quantum well. 
(ii) Comparing the observed exciton peak positions with those calculated for 
the fully strained and unstrained cases allows a measurement of the internal field 
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strength to be made and hence an evaluation of the degree of relaxation. This is 
illustrated for this study in figure 6-10. 
(iii) There is no requirement for previous knowledge of the material 
parameters, such as lattice parameters of the compounds, elastic stiffness tensor 
elements, deformation potential of the bands, dielectric constants, carrier effective 
mass and band offsets. Although we have made a detailed calculation of the 
confinement energy (E, +HHI) for the triangular well, in general, an estimate of this 
energy can be obtained by extrapolating a linear fit of the data points up to h, (similar 
to curve a) back to L. =0 and then subtracting the band gap of the strained quantum 
well material. This value can then be used to fit the relaxed data with equation (6-11). 
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Figure 6-10. Residual strain calculatedfor ZnCdSe / ZnSe quantum wells on (21])B 
GaAs. 
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6.5. Carrier screening of the piezoelectric field. . 
As mentioned in chapter 3, the piezoelectric field can be screened by 
photoexcited carriers. Therefore the measurements of the band gap in the quantum 
well samples for the critical thickness study had to be taken with as low an excitation 
power as possible as any screening would give an artificially high value for the band 
gap energy. To check that screening was minimised, the effect of varying the pump 
excitation was studied on some of the quantum wells used in this study, and the results 
are shown in figure 6-11. 
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Figure 6-11. Ae variation in PL emission enerSy with the power density of the 
excitationfor ZnO. 8.5CdO. j. 5Se / ZnSe single quantum wells on (21 I)B Ga4s. 
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The emission energy from the 15nm, 17.5nm and 20nm wells were able to 
screen to an energy just below the equivalent (00 1) quantum well emission (--2.62eV), 
as predicted. However, the three larger wells seem unable to reach this level and table 
6-2 shows that the screening ability is reduced as the well width increases (the shifts in 
the 15mn and 17.5nm wells are lower than the 20nm well because they had a smaller 
piezoelectric field to screen out). 
Table 6-2. Shift in PL emission peak caused by ftee carrier screening in 
Zno. 85Cdo. j5Se I ZnSe single quantum wells of various widths. 
Well Width (mn) Screening Shift (meV) 
15 72.5 
17.5 106.0 
20 131.6 
25 44.8 
30 19.6 
40 5.9 
Screening in larger wells requires a greater input of free charge. To produce an 
electric field of a given magnitude (which screening requires) over a larger distance 
requires a larger potential difference, as E-field = Voltage / Distance, and therefore a 
larger charge input. Clearly for wells greater than 20nm in width, our maximum power 
density was insufficient to screen the entire piezoelectric field. 
I 171C 
The ability of the larger wells to screen out the piezoelectric field is also limited 
by a reduced carrier confinement. Figure 6-12 shows broad photolurninescence scans 
for five of the samples used above. 
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Figure 6-12. Broad PL scans for Zno. 85Cdo, 5Se / ZnSe single quantum wells of 
various widths, showing the Yo defect related emission at 2.6e V and the ZnSe excilon 
emission at 2.8eV Ae quantum well emissions are identylled by the solid vertical 
lines. 
Clearly the carriers created in the larger well samples are not easily confined 
within the wells for the 30nm and 40nm wells. This lack of confinement will limit the 
ability to build up charge under strong excitation and therefore make it more difficult 
to screen the piezoelectric field. The quantum well emissions in these two cases were 
.& 
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clearly difficult to identify, and this could be only be confirmed by their observed blue 
shift under increased excitation as shown in figure 6-11. 
6.6. Conclusion. 
A novel method of determining the critical thickness for strain relaxation in 
piezoelectric semiconductor heterostructures has been demonstrated. The critical 
thickness of Zno. s5Cdo. j5Se on ZnSe grown on a (21 I)B GaAs substrate was 20mn. 
This technique for measuring the critical thickness relies only on the presence of an 
internal piezoelectric field and as such is not limited to any one particular materials 
system or plane. In compound semiconductors with the zincblende structure, all planes 
with NEller indices (hl 1) are suitable. In the case of semiconductors with the wurtzite 
structure, the (0001) basal plane is the most commonly used and this can show a 
strong piezoelectric field under biaxial strain. This method can therefore be used to 
determine h,,. for nitride alloy systems as long as the strain is sufficiently small that 
relaxation does not occur where quantum confinement effects dominate. 
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